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PREFACE
This is an attempt by a student to discover and 
understand the political aspect of the thoughts of Sayyid 
Qutb, a leading Muslim thinker in our time. I shall try to 
present his thoughts and his ideas as stated in and 
understood from his works.
A major emphasis in this thesis is only on important 
aspects of his political thoughts,
I wish to thank my excellent supervisor Dr. John Burton 
who helped me with a lot of suggestions and advice in 
supervising this work.
It is my weakness if there are any inadequacies or 
imperfections in this work.
Finally, I pray to Allah to guide mankind into the right 
path al-sirat al-jnustaqlm. Amin.
27.10.1987. Jamaludin Ibrahim
TRANSLITERATION.
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Titles of works in Arabic appear first in 
transliteration and then in English translation in brackets.
INTRODUCTION,
During the past two decades of this century, the world 
has been witnessing the phenomenon of the re-emergence of 
Islam in the Muslim world. This re-emergence in Muslim 
politics has attracted a great deal of attention in the 
media, the press, conferences and innumerable publications,
This phenomenon of Islam has been described by various 
titles: Islamic awakening, Islamic resurgence, Islamic
revival, Islamic fundamentalism. Rise of Islamic 
fundamentalism, Islamic militancy, The rising tide of Islam, 
Islamic tide etc(l).
V. Montgomery Watt was right when he predicted that 
Islam will be one of the half-dozen significant political 
forces in the world(2), while J. Heyworth-Dunne‘s perception 
of the phenomenon of the Muslim society in Egypt saw the 
establishment of the Muslim Brotherhood Movement in 1928 as 
further evidence of the resurgence of IslamCS).
Renewal ism and Reformism In Islam t Taj did and iGlabI (4) :
brings forth from time to time movements of renewal and 
reform to check the drift of the Ummah from the straight 
path(6) .
And the so-called reform movements of Islam are nothing 
but purification efforts for reconstructing with a view to 
reasserting the authority of the Qur'an and that of the Holy 
Prophet. In short, tajdid and IslaJb aims at a total reform 
of Muslim life in all aspects of life.
The basic principle of the renewalist and reformist is 
to call for a return to a strict adherence to, and :1
application of the Qur’an and the Sunna of the Prophet.
In Islamic history, the phenomenon of renewalism and 
reformism often occurred as a result of internal factors 
rather than external threats(5). The dynamic nature of Islam
In the case of modern Islamic renewalism, reformism and
1revivalism focused most of their effort on exorcising the 
pernicious influence of Western Civilization.
a
The historical development of tajdid and islah has been 
in different areas, in varying forms and in many themes: 
Among the popular themes are:
'■"1 !ji
■s4,
a return Lruju^^l to a strict application of the Qur'an 
and the Sunnah.
call to abandon superstitions and imitations, 
reacting against the spirit of taqlid, 
the emphasis on ljtihad<7>,
need to understand Islam in terms relevant to the 
contemporary condition.
Ijtibad is an important part of the ideas and 
methodology of tajdid and Islah. Through ijtihad, every 
renewal1st and reformist could feel free to challenge some 
of the accepted beliefs or practices of the common consensus 
or tradition of the general population as Islamic, but for 
which the renewer or reformer found no Justification in the 
Qur^an oi" in the Sunna of the Prophet,
The common motto and the canonical argument in their 
works are; Li yasluhu akbiru hadbibi al-ujmnab ilia bima 
saluba bibi awwaluba [The later success of this community 
will only ensue through those elements which made for its 
initial success], and the integration or combination between
. ... . ..1 T . , . . V , .. .... t.;
. . '4authenticity CasâiahD and contemporary t â s i r a h l  in order i
to face the reality of life.
of Ibn Taimiyah, and had arisen as a reaction within Islam 
to bring the Muslim society back to the Qur' an and the 
Tradition<8). A number of Salafiyah movements emerged in
After six centuries of many great achievements, the 
world of Islam begdn to decline in the succeeding six 
centuries. That means the Muslim world of the twelfth to the 
thirteenth Islamic centuries (eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries) was weak and decadent, while in the Western world 
emerged the Industrial Revolution and development of 
technology which made Europe stronger militarily and 
materially than Asia and Africa, and the competition to get 
cheap raw materials and new markets to dump their 
manufactured goods. This was then followed by the emergence 
of the Era of Colonialism in which most of the Muslim 
countries, in their stagnant condition became easy victims. ;
By the seventeenth century, the power of the Ottoman 
Caliphs iKhilafah ^Uthmkniyah') was being fundamentally 
checked and challenged by the emerging West. And after 
stagnation, backwardness and loss of independence, Muslims
began to wake up from their slumber. The Salafiyah movement, ,.j*1a religious movement was philosophically founded on the work
’!i
several parts of the Muslim world from Morocco to Indonesia, 
There was: the Wahhabi movement in the Arabian Peninsula,
the Shawkani movement of Yemen, the Sanusi movement of 
Libya, The Mahdi movement of the Sudan, the Muslim 
Brotherhood movement in Egypt and Syria, the Norsiyah 
movement in Turkey, the Jama^at-i Islam! in the Indo- 
Pakistani sub-continent, FAS (Islamic Party of Malaysia) and 
ABIM (Muslim Youth Movement of Malaysia) in Malaysia and 
Mashumi Party in Indonesia(9).
In the nineteenth century, came the pioneer of the 
modern Pan-Islamic Movement, Jamal al-Din al~Afghani (1839- 
1697), (the "Awakener of the East" as he is often called by 
Rashid Rida), who summoned the Muslims to realise the 
concept of the unity of the Ummah in the face of Western 
Imperialism(lO) , and who pleaded for intei— Muslim 
cooperation for success in the struggle for a new life.
Al~Afghani's ideas were preached and enriched by Shaikh 
Muhammad ‘^Abduh (1849-1905) then by ‘'Abduh's friend and 
disciple Shaikh Muhammad Rashid Rida (1865-1935). "^Abduh’s 
reformist programme was based on four main points;
a. the purification of Islam from corrupting 
influences and practices,
b. the reformation of Muslim education,
c. the reformation of Muslim doctrine in 
the light of modern thought,
d. the defence of Islam(ll).
After the First World War, Turkey won her independence 
and changed the form of government from caliphate to 
republic, Then Turkey joined Iran, =Traq and Afghanistan in 
forming the S a ’adabad Pact, which was a fore-runner of the 
new emerging Muslim World unity(12), Then came the Second 
World War followed by the liberation of most of thë Muslim 
countries. Accordingly, the political system of the 
independent Muslim countries was dramatically changed. Some 
of them have declared themselves to be "Islamic States" or' 
their constitutions have a provision that Islam is the 
official religion of the state. Among these are:
Afghanistan, Algeria, '•Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, Mauretania, 
Morocco, Somalia, Tunisia, United Arab Republic of Egypt, 
Yemen, and Malaysia(13).
7The Islamic Revival C al-^hwah ml-IsIandyraW
Obviously, Islam, in the modern time, has played a more 
active and widespread role in the Muslim politics in the 
struggle for independence from Western colonialism. Many 
analysts see 4^ ai-U the decade of the 1970s as a landmark and 
starting-point of Islamic revival in this century. For 
during this period, a large number of Islamic revivalist 
groups emerged in the Muslim world, particularly in the 
middle eastern countries(14> .
In the Islamic perspective, revivalism aims at re­
establishing- Islam in its totality through persuasion, if 
possible, or by force, if necessary. However, consideration 
would be given to the nature of Islam, as a dynamic movement 
which challenges Ji.hiliyah both in theory and in practice, 
so that it becomes a living faith which grows in struggling 
against the surrounding forces.
It is wonderful, at this moment, that while the Western 
World in general confronted with a spriritual vacuum, 
complex problems relating to religious values in particular, 
is decaying, in the Eastern World, on the contrary, the re- 
emergence of Islam has been prevailing.
8a m ^ u a !The cu.riQu-9- events in the Muslim world during the 1970s A
and 1980s, especially in the Middle Eastern World, have 
stimulated and renewed people's interest in understanding 
both the role of Islam as a religion and the religious 
movements of Muslims..
The existence of the militant phenomenon of Islamic 
groups in the Middle East has been studied profoundly in the 
West especialy at the political level. The biographical 
studies of men like Ayatollah Khomeini, Sayyid Qutb and 
others are included in these approaches and these 
programmes.
Sayyid Qutb in particular, many writers have described 
as a radical Islamic activist. His revolutionary thought and 
his contribution to the ideology of neo-activist Islam 
deserve further examinâtion(15) .
i
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The success of National Socialism in Europe (Nazism In 
Germany, Fascism in Italy, Spain, Greece and elsewhere) in 
the 1930s, indirectly encouraged the rise of radical 
national socialist groups, parties and movements in the Arab 
countries. Then the idea of Arab Socialism isl-Ishtirakiyah 
al- ^Arabiyaby became popular in some leading Arab countries 
from 1941 on(15). During this time, Muslim intellectuals 
began to deal with ideological questions in defending and 
redefining Islam in order to combat and to countei—  attack 
the Western ideologies.
Socialism jor- Social Justice is one of the dominant 
themes in the socio-political thought in Egypt of that time. 
Sayyid Qutb's work: Social Justice in Islam was the right
answer from Islam to the problem of injustice in society. 
This work deals with an area relatively unexplored by 
modern Muslim thinkers before him. He has proved that the 
people would find that everything they reckon new in 
scientific socialism was thirteen centuries -yea-rr. -age- in
Islam.
In Part 2, On Contemporary Societies, Western Ideologies 
and Western Civilization, I shall try to present a complete 
collection of the historical background on contemporary 1-4
Western societies and their ideologies as provided by Sayyid 44I
,
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Qutb in his works to understand the current human problems. 
The main outlines of the differences between the Islamic 
society and the Jahili society are also examined in this 
part. This concept of Jahili.yah which was used by Sayyid 
Qutb was considered by many writers and analysts to have 
contributed to the reemergence of Militant Islam in 1970s 
and early part of 1980s.
In Part Three, there are some of Sayyid Qutb’s 
criticisms of modern ideologies which appeared primarily in 
the Western world that show how Islam would offer à 
solution.
Sayyid Qutb's works on Islam represent Islam as able to
answer the present human problems which came from the
Western Civilization as encountered by educated Muslims,
confronting the Western World in a continuing attack from fio
modern salafiyah movement^^tarting-fr^m-Ibn Taimiyah, Ibn 
Qayyim ai-Jausiyah, Ibii'Abd al-Wahhab, '‘Abduh, Rashid Rida 
and Hasan al-Banna.
In conclusion, no one would deny that Sayyid Qutb was a 
reformer, a great preacher of Islam in his day and 
influential still after his death.
PART ONE
THE LIFE OF SAYYID QUTB
':ra . i-d
î
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THE LIFE OF SAYYID QUTB.
Sayyid Qutb is a leading Muslim thinker of the latter 
half of this century after al-Imam Muhammad ^Abduh and al- 
Imam Hasan al-Banna, He played a very Important role in the 
Muslim Brotherhood Movement or Jam^l yah al-Ikhwan al- 
Muslimin in Egypt, as one of its most brilliant thinkers(2) 
and eminent writers and its chief spokesmen after the ojjreîal 
dissolution of the movement in 1954(3).
He was a great Islamic missionary, a creative literary 
figure and a very critical Islamic thinker. His ideas and 
his religious movement received much attention from the 
learned (younger) Muslim generation especially in the Arab 
World (.4) and other Muslim countries all over the world.
1Sayyid ibn Qutb Ibrahim, well known as Sayyid Qutb, born %
in a village called Musha [ ^ ] , District of Asyut
[ — -v\ 3 ^ Egypt in 1906(1) died on 29 th August 1966 on
the gallows during Jamal 'Abd al-Nasir's reign.
is:
■4
\  y  ^; p.
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He wrote more than 24 books on Arabic literature and 
Islam. Several books by Sayyid Qutb were widely distributed 
and translated into several eastern and western languages. 
In eastern languages he appears in Persian, Urdu, Bengali, 
Malay/Indonesia, Afghan, Turkish etc and in western 
languages in English, French, German and Italian.
Sayyid Qutb's most important work, very widely 
distributed all over the world, is his interpretation of The 
Holy Quran known as " Fi Zlla.1 al~Qur* an*' (In The Shade of 
The Quran) while his major political work is " Ma^^alim fi 
al-Tarlq" (Milestones or Signposts on the Road) (5). This 
latter book is probably the Brotherhood's most sustained and 
inspiring book, Scares of young people were and remain 
deeply influenced by it (6).
"In The Shade of the Qur^an" ~ ever since its first
appearance has been studied throughout the Arab World and
%all over the Muslim World by contemporary Muslim readers as 
a major contribution to a clearer understanding of the 
Qur “^an (7 ) .
■Li
I
He wrote with a profound sense of conviction which led 
him to give his life for his belief. He was executed in
13
Sayyid Qutb's Family.
His father, Qutb Ibrahim, was known as a noble and. 
generous man in his village, and acted as leader for his 
family. Qutb Ibrahim was also an active commitee member of 
al-Hizb al-Vatanl (the Watani Party)(19). His forefathers 
were from the Indian sub-continent who had later moved to 
Arab countries(10).
August 1966 by the Nasir^roign- of Egypt, Throughout his 
ordeal he faced the court with courage and integrity. I?
His brother, Professor Muhammad Qutb said: He started
his life as a man of letters, preoccupied with the artistic 
side of life. The latter part of his life , on the other 
hand, was devoted to his vigorous struggle for the cause 
that had become his sole preoccupation. To the cause of 
Islam he devoted his thoughts and his feelings, his nights 
and his days, and indeed his whole life (8).
Sayyid Qutb came from a deeply religious family 
background of the Egyptian middle class in the time before 
the Revolution of 1919. His was a prosperous peasant family. q
/  Î 7 "
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His father came to Egypt and. later married, a girl from a 
village called Musha. The girl also came from a noble 
family. Their house become an informal centre for villagers 
meeting and discussing several topics raised by the daily 
newspapers. Qutb Ibrahim was the only person who regularly 
bought newspapers in that village(13). During the fasting 
month (Ramadan), the villagers came to his house every night 
to hear Qur^an readings from invited readers(14).
Sayyid Qutb's Education.
Sayyid Qutb was sent by his father to the kuttab 
(village Qur'an School) in his village when he was six to 
learn Qur'an (reading and learning by heart). But this pupil 
was very clever and was able to get the Qur' an entirely by 
heart by the age of ten(15).
Sayyid Qutb had a brother Muhammad(11) and two sisters |
named Hamldah and Aminah. Two of his uncles studied at al- 
Azhar University, - Cairo, a thing that rarely happened to 
rural people of the time(12). |
1
/ ' i'
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After four years of kuttab, he moved to the government 
school, learning mathematics, reading and nashid (religious 
songs)(16). While still a boy in primary school, he began to 
show unusual ability and literary talent. When he was ten, 
he usually read daily newspapers instead of his father to 
the villagers(17), his father's house having become a 
community centre in the village at that time.
Because of the National Revolution (1919), (demanding 
complete independence and a constitution ) led by Sa^ad 
Zaghlul, leader of the ¥^fd Party, Sayyid dropped his plancuf Sch ao{to move to Cairo for his secondary school education ^amed 
Tajhlziyah Bar ai-‘^lUÜm) (18) . After the revolution, he 
stayed with his uncle in Cairo and studied at Tajhlziyah Bar 
al-^Ulum (Bar al-Ulum Secondary School) and then at Bar al- 
^Ulum University for his higher study in the Arts 
faculty(19).
As his father died when he was in secondary school, his 
mother, brother and sisters moved to Cairo and stayed with 
him till his mother died(20). After graduating, he was 
appointed a teacher in the government school in Dimyat 
( ) then in Hulwan ( ) . Buring this time, he
wrote on Arabic Literature - short stories, poetry, 
criticism etc, published in daily newspapers and
I
%
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In 1964, after ten years in prison and with involvement 
from General ^Abd al-Salam ^Arif, President of Iraq, Sayyid
fBefore joining the Muslim Brotherhood, he published a 
monthly magazine named: al-Fikr al-Jadld (The New Thinking)
with financial support from Sayyid Muhammad Hilmi al- 
Munyawi, a printing works owner in Cairo(26). The nature of :|
the magazine was to fight for social Justice according to 
Islamic teachings. He criticised the corrupt political 
order, the tyranny of the landowners and economic 
exploitation by the Basha class and capitalists. I
■ISayyid Qutb joined actively in the Muslim Brotherhood 
movement during the time in which the movement was facing '’;l
very critical conditions due to the oppression of King Faruq 
and his Prime Minister, Ibrahim *^ Abd al- Hâdl.
In October, 1954, Sayyid Qutb was arrested by Nasir when 
he (Nasir) was the subject of an assassination attempt said 
to have been organized by the Muslim Brotherhood (27) . Hasan 
Ismail ai-Hudaiby, new Supreme Guide of the Muslim 
Brotherhood after al-Banna's assassination - was sentenced 
to life imprisonment (28) and Sayyid Qutb on July 13, 1955
was sentenced to fifteen years jail with hard labour (29).
4)
/ i
. . .
magazines(21), Later he was appointed inspector of schools 
by the Egyptian Ministry of Education.
His intellectual development changed during these later 
years. He began to write on the social, political and 
economic problems the Muslim ummah was facing, fighting for 
social justice, struggling against the predominance of the 
ruling class, the landowners, capitalists and imperialists.
Because of this, he was sent to the United States of 
America early in 1948 (on the pretext of studying the 
educational system in America)(22), coming back at the end 
of 1950. After returning from America, he wrote "Amrika 
allati raaitu" (America Which I Saw), but unfortunately this 
book was never published(23).
Befohe leaving for America, he wrote "al~^Âdâlah al- 
Ij tinia'^  iyah fi al-lBlam" (Social Justice In Islam), his 
first book on Islamic thought and Islamic culture. The book 
was published in 1947 in Cairo (24). It was received warmly 
by the Muslim Brotherhood and al-Banna - the leader of the 
movement said when he read the book: This book represents
our thought and the author should become a member of our 
movement(25).
%
4■M
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Qutb was released and later was arrested again on a charge 
of leading a terrorist apparatus that was reportedly 
plotting to assassinate President =Abd al-Nasir, to destroy 
public installations, even to assassinate the popular movie 
stars and idols, Umm Kulthum, Muhammad ^Abd al-Vahhab, =Abd 
al-Halim Hafiz, Najat al~Saghira and 8hadia(39).
Sayyid Qutb* s Vork:
Sayyid Qutb was a very creative writer. He produced more 
than twenty four books on Islam and Arabic Literature and 
there are many articles, poems and Interviews published in 
several newspapers, magazines, periodicals, journals etc., 
from time to time re-published in books or anthologies.
I.=<■
■«
A. On Arabic Literature
(a) Novels
1. Tlfl min al-Qaryah (A Boy from the Village), 
(1945). Beirut, Dar al-Shuruq, 1974, 191
pages, medium size. Modern Arabic novel
/ r ;r- -j' 119 '3
3, AsJbivak (Thorns).
A modern Arabic novel based on part of the 
author's life, about his failure in love 
and why he never married.
based on the author's childhood, same 
type as "al~Âyyâiü* by Taha Husain and
“Yaumi^yat" by Taufiq al-Hakim, The three of |j
them wrote on their own childhood. ,II
I2. al~Atyaf al-Arba^ah,
Tog-ether w i^th his brother and two sisters,
J
4. al-Kadinah al-Mashurah, d
Beirut, Dar al-Shuruq, 1974
First published in 1946 by Dar al-Ma^arif, =
Egypt, consists of 128 pages, small size .
Sequel to "Arabian Nights", a modern Arabic 
novel.
- \  , f
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(b) Poem:
1. al-Shafi al~MaJhul, 160 pages
2. Qafilah aJ-Paqiq,
3. Hulm al-Fajr,
4. al-Ka's al-Masmumah,
Ù
■Î'1
IThere are four anthologies published in |!
I-3
I
I
B. Literature and Critique: ;.i
i.e
f*.li■ 'g
■ N;I1. Muhimmat alSha'^ir fi al~Hayah (1932)This book was publishedjin 1932 with an 
introduction by his former Professor Dr.
Muhammad Mahdi Allam.
Originally a lecture delivered by the
author at Dar al-^^Ulum University lecture fI
room(30) . W
Consists of 98 pages, medium size.
2. al-Taswir al-Fanni fi al-Qur an (1943). h
First article by author on this topic "al~
I
/ j
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T&swir al-Fanni fi al- Qur^an" was 
published first in al-Muqtataf (magazine) 
volume 94, 1939(31).
Consists of 208 pages, large size, 
published by Par al- Shuruq, Beirut, sixth 
edition, 1980.
4. al-Faqd al-Adabi: Usuluhu wa Manahijuhu
(Literary Criticism: Principles and
4 Methods) . Consists of 229 pages, large
size, published by Dar al-Shuruq, Beirut, 
fifth edition,1983.
5. Naqd Kitab: Mustaqbal al~Thaqafah fi Misr 
(Critique of the book: The Future of
Culture In Egypt) by Dr Tâha Husain.
3. Mashahid al-Qiyamah fi al-Qur^ an (1945).
First published in 1945 by Dâr al-Shurüq,
Beirut, the seventh edition published in 
1983. This book was also published by Dar 
al-Ma*arif, Cairo, the latest edition by I
this publisher is the seventh edition |
(without date) .
22
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C. On Islam:
' f'
i
Originally a long essay by the author: Naqd
Mustaqbal al-Thaqafah fi Misr, published by 
Dâr al~^Ulum Mews (University Dar al-'^Ulum 
Newspaper), April, 1939. By this time, 
Sayyid Qutb was an author with al-Ahram 
newspaper. Consists of 80 pages, medium 
size.
6. Kutub wa ShakhBiyat,
Reviews of modern Arabic books mostly 
novels and plays, with some essays on 
literary criticism. The book consists of 
350 pages, large size. First published in 
1946 by Matba^ah al-Risalah, Egypt.
1. al-^Adâlah al-1J iyah fi al-Islam
(Social Justice In Islam), (1947), English 
translation: Sayed Kotb; Social Justice in
Islam, by J.B.Hardie, Washington, 1953. 
Consists of 294 pages,large size.
J
/  I
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3. al-Salsm al-*^Alami wa al-Islâm (Universal 
Peace and Islam), (1952). First edition 
published in 1952(34).
Sixth edition by Dâr al-Shuruq, Beirut,
1974 and seventh edition, 1978. Consists of 
200 pages.
5. FÏ Zilal al-Qur* an (In The Shade of The 
Qur^an), (1953- 1964).
Consists of eight volumes, the latest
ft-
_  -' Ma^^arakah al-Islam wa al~Ra^Bumkliyah 
' (Islam Versus Capitalism), (1950). ÿ:I'*’
On Islam's relation to socio-economic 
problems. First edition 1950, second 
edition 1952(33), consists of 122 pages, 
medium size,
4. Nahwa Mujtama^ I si ami (1969), a
r/■ collection of articles from Majallat al- 
__ >)Muslimun in 1951. Published by Maktabah 
al-Aqsa, Jordan, 1969(35) and by Dâr al- 
Shuruq, Beirut, third edition, 1978.
Consists of 152 pages, medium size. |
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edition is in six volumes ( 4,012 pages, 
large size), published by Dar al-Shuruq, 
Beirut, ninth edition, 1980
6. Dirssat Islamiyah (Islamic Studies).
On modern Arabic or Islamic- oriented 
essays, first edition published in 1953 
from several articles published in news­
papers, magazines or radio programmes 
with an introduction by al-Ustadh Muhibb 
al- Din al- Khatib, a great writer on 
Islam in Egypt(36). Fifth edition by Dar 
al-Shuruq, Beirut, 1980, consists of 250 
pages, medium size.
7, Hadha al-Din (This Religion of Islam).
First edition in Arabic published in 1963, 
96 pages, medium size by Dar al-Shuruq, 
Beirut.
Sixth edition 1982 (English translation) by 
International Islamic Federation of Student 
Organizations, Kuwait; also published in 
America (English translation) by al-Kanar 
Press, Palo Alto, California, 1967.
' *'•. yf, .* ' ■ r-
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8. al-Kustaqbal 11 hadhà al-Din (Islam the 
Religion of the Future).
On Islam in the twentieth century.
First edition published in 1964, 140 pages,
medium size by Beirut, Dar al-Shuruq,
Fifth edition (English translation) by 
International Islamic Federation of Student 
Organizations, Kuwait, 1984.
9. Khasais al-Tasawwur al-Islâmi wa 
muqawwimatuh.
Chapter 1: Khasais al-Tasawwur al-Islam!.
Contents: Islamic concepts concerning God,
the universe, life and man.
Published by Dar al-Shuruq, Beirut and 
Cairo, seventh edition, 1980. Consists of 
236 pages, large size, also published by 
Dar ihya" al-Kutub al- ‘^ Arabiyah, Cairo, 
first edition, 1962(37).
10. al-Islam wa Mushkllat al-Hadarah (Islam 
and the problems of Civilization),
First edition published in 1968, Cairo, 191 
pages, large size(38). Also published by 
Dar al-Shuruq, Beirut, seventh edition, I
v.ilgj
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11. Ma^alim fi al-Tarlq <1965), (Milestones or
The Signposts On The Road). The final book
-fl^eof Sayyid Qutb. This book i s ^  quint­
essence of his political work in which he 
divided social systems into either al-Mizam 
al- Jahili or al- Nizam al-Islaml.
First published in 1965 by Dâr al-Shurûq, 
Cairo, consists of 166 pages, medium size, 
also published by Dâr al-Shurüq, Beirut, 
tenth edition, 1982.
Translated into English and published by 
International Islamic Federation of Student 
Organizations, Kuwait, 1978,
■
!I■i
12. Muqawwimat al~Tasawwur al-lslami,
Published by Dar al-Shurüq, Beirut, First 
edition, 1986, consists of 376 pages, large 
size.
y i
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THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD.
Jam'^iyah al-Ikiiwân al-Muslimin is also known as al- 
Ikhwan al-Muslimun or al-Ikhwan only. And today it is 
variously translated as The Society of The Muslim Brothers, 
The Muslim Brotherhood or The Muslim Brethren<40>.
This society was founded by Hasan al-Banna nineteenth of 
March, 1928 in Ismailiy4. (41) , Egypt, and recently 
identified as the biggest contemporary Islamic movement.
The Muslim Brotherhood was considered as the most 
dominant of the modern Islamic reform movements. Indeed^ mcdern 
Islamic history has not known a religious-political movement 
which penetrated into most of the Arab and Islamic 
countries, and drew to itself supporters and adherents as 
the Brotherhood has done(42). By the late 1930s it had 
became one of Egypt’s most powerful organizations until now.
It attracted members from a cross-section of society, 
professionals, bureaucrats, students, workers, small 
shopkeepers and some peasants(43). This movement was also 
recognised by Bernard Lewis as the most important movement 
in the 20th century(44). It was really a native mass
I
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movement,perhaps the only one in modern Egyptian history, p
with tremendous popular appeal.
Islamic history has witnessed numerous activist 
movements in intellectual as well as in practical forms. The 
Muslim Brotherhood is one in the chain of a big circle of 
several past Islamic reformation movements which derived 
from the teaching of the Salafiyah movement(45). Al-Banna 
said; ’JK.WIi"It is a Salafite movement, a Sunni way, 
a sufi reality, a political body, an 
athletic group, a scientific and cultural
society, an economic company and a social
idea"(46).
I
Undoubtedly, al-Banna's well-developed and well- 
explicated ideology proved to have a substantial impact on (y
Egypt in particular and the Middle East in general as well
as the Muslim countries all over the world, its effects 
being felt from his life time until now.
I
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Hasan al-Banna in brief;
Hasan al-Banna was born 17th October, 1906 in the delta 
town of Mahmlidiyyah, Egypt (47), He was the son of Shaikh 
Ahmad ibn ^Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad al-Banna al-Sâ^âtï, a 
local religious notable and a watch repairer. His father was 
a hard working scholar of good reputation who was the author 
of a new arrangement of the Musnad of Ahmad ibn Hanbal(48).
He was guided and educated by his father. In 1920, when 
he was fourteen, he enrolled in the Junior Teachers’ School 
in Damanhur and completed his study at Dar al-^Ulum 
University in Cairo and graduated in Summer 1927. Al-Banna 
was an intelligent and very hard working student. He read 
incessantly books on sufism, religious, nationalistic and 
heroic stories and was very interested in sufism(49).
Vhen he was still young, he had already demonstrated a 
profound commitment to Islam and a deeply felt concern about 
the laxity of adherence to Islamic principles, the moral 
decay, and the like, in Muslim communities. For these 
reasons he was actively involved in several societies before 
the foundation of his own organization.(50)
1
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On nineteenth of September, 1927 he accepted a position 
as a teacher of Arabic in a government primary school in 
Ismailiyji'a (51) and in association with others (largely ,7
intellectual Islamic association)(52), al-Banna began a 
programme of teaching and writing in which he stressed the |
need for general reform along Islamic lines - of the social 
system, of the economic system, as well as the political 
system. In 1928, in Ismailiyya, he founded his own 
organization named Jam'll yah al-Ikhwan al-Muslimin.
About five years after the foundation of the movement, 
in 1933, he was transferred as a teacher to Cairo at his own 
request(53), As the organization grew, he moved its 
headquarters to Cairo and began to organise on a full time 
basis and undertake more extensive and diverse activities.
In 1938, he laid down the principles upon which it would 
be based^54), He wrote letters to King Faruq, to Prime 
Minister Mustafa al-Nahhas Pasha, to other ministers, to the 
rulers of the Islamic countries and also to various 
religious and civic notables calling them to practise Islam 
in every aspect of life.
‘1
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As a result of his activities, he was imprisoned several :-g
times - by Prime Minister Sirri Pasha in October, 1941 and 
by Prime Minister al Nuqrashi, on the charge of his having 
had a part in the assassination of Prime Minister Ahmad 
Mahir(55).
And on the evening of 12th February, 1949, Hasan al- 
Banna was assassinated outside the headquarters of the Young 
Men's Muslim Association by members of the Egyptian secret 
police(56).
The Ideology of Hasan al-Banna.
I
R. Hrair Dekmejian said: Al-Banna , more than any other
individual, can be considered the avatar of twentieth- |
century Sunni revivalism(57) .
Banna's da^wah was a direct descendant of an earlier
.■irevivalist movement - the Salafite Movement, and advocated 
a return to the basic teaching of Islam. Al-Banna said;
■“
J
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Ve believe that the rules and teachings 
of Islam are comprehensive, to include the 
people's affairs in the world and hereafter 
Those who believe that these teachings 
deal only with the spiritual side of life 
are mistaken. For Islam is: doctrine,
worship, homeland, nationality, religion, 
spirituality and a state, spirituality 
and work, scripture and sword. The Holy 
Qur’an speaks of this and considers 
it the essence of Islam <58) .
For al-Banna, Islam promises to solve all human prob­
lems. There is no regime in this world which will supply the 
renascent nation with what it requires in the way of 
institutions, principles, objectives and sensibilities to
Since Islam is a complete way of life governing the |
affairs of men in this world and in the next, al-Banna 
directed his followers to work towards the reform of 
education, to struggle against poverty, ignorance, disease 
and crime, and to create an "exemplary society" which will 
deserve to be associated with the Islamic Sacred Law or al- 
Shari^ah al- Islamiyah (59) , and the Islamic Caliphate as the 
ideal government.
/ î
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.onthe same extent as does Islam . .  ..........  no nath
adhered to CIslam! without succeeding in its
aspirations(60). So setting up an Islamic Government is the 
only solution to these problems.
Accordingly, politics is an integral part of Islam and 
of the programmes of the Muslim BrotherhoodC61>.
Al-Banna believed in gradual advancement and 
development, and always preferred productive and co­
operative work with lovers of good and truth. He did not 
wish harm to anyone, no matter what his religion, race or 
country(62).
One of his followers summarized his view of al-Afghani 
as merely a " cry of warning against problems", of ^Abduh as 
"merely a teacher and philosopher", and of Rashid Rida as 
"merely a historian and recorder"(63).
The Muslim Brotherhood, on the contrary, means "Jihad" 
struggle and work, it is not merely a philosophical 
message(64). And because of that, ideas and views, the 
words, doctrine, worship, jihad, da^wah, fatherland, 
citizenship, brotherhood (ukhuwah), principes (usûl),
/  I
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manhaj, a Qur’an, a power (quwwah), sword (saif), din, 
governent (hukumah or hukm), action <*^amal-collective work 
‘^ amal j amâ *^i > , are regularly used by Hasan al-Banna in his 
speeches, his writing and his conversation.
The Principles of the Muslim Brotherhood.
The mission of the Brotherhood is the mission of Islam 
itself. It is to "lead mankind toward truth, call humanity 
to the path of goodness and illuminate the entire world with 
the light of Islam"(65).
Because of the multi-faceted nature of Islam, al-Banna 
based his movement on all of these principles:
is1. It^a Salafite movement ; it pursues the 
return of Islam to the purity of its source 
in the Quran and the Tradition of the 
Prophet.
2. A Sunni Order; it is modelled on the Sunna 
in everything, particularly in matters of 
belief and worship.
'1
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3. A sufi reality; it operates on the
principle that virtue is in the purity 
of the soul, innocence of the heart, 7
hard work....... '"|
4. A political organization; it .demands reform
in internal politics, changes in the J
relationship between Islamic nations and 
the outside world, and the education of the 
people for integrity, self-respect and 
national consciousness.
'15. An athletic club: it promotes good health, .
■Isince the duties of Islam cannot be  ^ -:2
fulfilled without good health.
5. A scientific and cultural society; because
Islam makes the search for knowledge an 
Imperative of every Muslim and the Ikhwan 
in reality is a school of education, an 
institution dedicated to caring for body, 
mind and spirit.
7. It is an economic enterprise; because Islam
deals with the acquisition and management 
of wealth. Ia 1
The strategy of The Muslim Brotherhood.
To achieve its principles, the Ikhwan emphasized various 
strategies. These strategies can be summarized as follows;
1. Avoid the battleground of theological 
disputes.
2. Avoid domination by notable and important 
men,
3. Avoid divisive political organizations such
as parties,
4. Emphasize gradualness because every 
movement must pass through several stages 
before arriving at its goals,
5. Seek power in order to realize goals, 
including, if necessary, armed force.
/  1
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8. It is a social idea; it deals with the
problems of Islamic society and attempts to
find solutions(66) . >7
■7
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6. Set up a religious government, because
government is one of Islam's cornerstones, 
and includes education, legislation, 
adjudication and implementation and action, 
all of which are inseparable from one 
another.
Belief in Arab and Islamic unity.
Revival of the caliphate,because the caliph 
is the symbol of Islamic unity,
1I
'.I
Consider and treat every country which 
aggresses against the Islamic homeland as a 
tyrannical state, which must be resisted 
in every way(67).
I
The Muslim Brotherhood's Activities
To accomplish its principles and its strategies, the 
Muslim Brotherhood outlined the three-stage process through 
which the movement had to pass:
I
i
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1. The propaganda stage (Marhalat a J-da *^ivai2) , 
which concentrated upon the education of 
the people,
2. The stage of attracting and selecting 
supporters Cmarhalat al-takwîn'> ^ the 
drilling of recruits and the 
mobilization of those who answer "the 
cal1", and
3. The stage of action (imrhalat al-amal).
Since the scope of Islam is wide, embracing all matters 
of life, the Muslim Brotherhood had planned its activities 
in every field of social life; included among these were;
a) Social activities:
'1
I
- creating small educational institutions, i, e , schools etc 3
- to building ( imarah/ta mir) mosques,
small hospitals and dispensaries for the public
■;a
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publishing magazines, books, pamphlets and newspapers<68>
organizing discussions, seminars, lectures etc,
b) Economic activities:
call for Jihad,
4social clubs and organizations,
- building small industries,
J- small shops, -ft
- programmes to provide employment especially for the 
members.
c) Political activities!
I
sending letters to the rulers of Islamic countries and to 
the religious and civic leaders,
participating in the Palestinian war against Israel,
/ }
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- - demanding a return to the caliphate system,
condemning some of the values of western political ideas,
demanding a return to the rule of Qur^an and Hadith or 
Islamic government (al-Hukumah al-Isl'kmlya.îù .
■4
I1
The Muslim Brotherhood After al—Banna.
On 17th October, 1951, Hasan Isma il al-Hudaybi Bey, a 
former judge, was announced as the new Directoi— General of 
the Muslim Brotherhood. Under his administration, he 
directed the simplification of the mission, the broadening 
of its base and the strengthening of its foundation<69>.
The Muslim Brotherhood in the Bfâsir era (1952— 1970)
1) From 23, July 1952 (after the revolution) to 1953, the 
Young Officers - who took control of Egypt - and the 
Brotherhood attempted to work together(70). But the latter 
became increasingly antagonistic to the regime and started 
to use violence.
I
-
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In January, 1954, The Revolutionary Command Council I
'ICRCO declared the Ikhwan to be a political party and Iordered it disbanded. Al-Hudaybi and 449 other Brothers were 
arrested(71). In October 25, 1954 an unsuccessful attempt 4Iwas made by the more militant Brotherhood on Rasir's 
life(72).
2) The period between 1954 and 1970, was a period of 
tension in the relationship between the movement and Rasir. 4
In the aftermath of that unsuccessful attempt on Hasir's 4
life, the movement was dissolved, six of its leaders were 
tried and hanged, and more than 300 were given long terms of 
hard labour and 11,000 were handed sentences of various 
length (73).
Again, in 1965, the Brotherhood was accused of planning 
to overthrow Rasir. Many were arrested and in late August 
1966, thhee of the major leaders were hanged, one of them 
Sayyid Qutb.
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The Muslim Brotherhood In the E&dât era <1970-1981).
The period 1970-1978, can be characterised as a time of 
"Peaceful Coexistence" between the Muslim Brotherhood and 
Sadat. During this period, this movement was allowed to play 
an active role to increase Islamic conciousness for the 
nation<74>. By Sadat's announcement that Egypt is a state of 
wa al-iman (The State of Science and Faith), he 
released the Brothers from prison including the Muslim 
Brotherhood's Supreme Guide -Isma'" il Hasan al-Hudaybi - and 
invited their participation in the drafting of relevant 
articles and sections in the new constitution for Egypt.
Then the Muslim Brotherhood became an active participant, 
but the result was unsatisfactory for the Brotherhood(75>. 
Eventually, during 1978 to 1981, the relationship between 
them seemed to be more critical and to move into 
confrontation. This situation was due to several factors, 
among them:
%
V *
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a) The Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty (Camp David
Agreement) and the attempt to provide a 
"Normalization" of relations between Egypt and 
Israel.
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b> Infitab Policy (Open- Door Policy) - to bring as much
foreign investment and tourism as possible to Egypt,
I
Iespecially from the western countries. -i
■ ' %c) Iranian Revolution and the Khomeini phenomenon (76> . -f
I
d> Sadat's tendencies to bring Egypt into the Western
camp in general and into an alliance with the U.S.A.
in particular.
Ie) Sadat's decision that he would not permit the s
establishment of an Islamic party along the 'lines and J•ïf
principles advocated by the Muslim Brotherhood.
f) The enormous growth of night clubs, prostitution, 
gambling, alchoholic beverage consumption and like 
activities.
g) Sadat's announcement of a new set of laws concerning 
the status of women, in which at least 30 
representatives in the National Assembly had to 
be women, new restrictions on divorce and to make 
polygamy nearly impossible.
h) The Brotherhood- through al-Da^wah - was 
unremittingly denouncing Sadat in every attempt by 
him to solve the Arab-Israel conflict, Palestine
/ I ' "'"i/ i n>, w
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By 1980, 1981, Sadat had reneged on many of his earlier
promises regarding - particularly - more Islamic teaching in 
his administration<78). And in the result, he was 
assassinated on 6 th October, 1981 by a group which came 
from the Egyptian military(79).
The MusliLm Brotherhood in the Mubarak era (1981 until now) .
With the assassination of Anwar al-Sadat, Vice-President 
Muhammad Husni al-Mubarak rapidly assumed leadership of the 
country. Mubarak attempted to change the face of the regime 
by selective reforms, besides his determination to uphold 
Sadat's commitment to Israel and the United States(80).
issues etc, since he could not legitimately speak for
Islam(77). 3
?
i ) In early 1977, the Brotherhood with other Islamic
groups chose to participate heavily in the strikes, 
demonstrations and riots which took place in January.
A numbers of casinos, night clubs and other 
pleasure spots of the rich and foreigners along the 
Pyramid Road were smashed and burned by them.
:I
The Muslim Brotherhood, and Other Islamic Groups.
There are more than half a dozen small but militant 
Islamic groups operating in Egypt, in addition to the Muslim 
Brotherhood, but it is very difficult to identify their 
groups, their sizes, activities and resources(83).
Among these groups:
1. Munazzamat al -Tahrir al -Isl'ami (The Islamic Liberation 
Organization - ILO) also sometimes known as Shabab 
Muhammad (Muhammad's Youth).
2. Jama'^at al~Muslimiji (the Muslim Group) (84) .
3. Munazzamat al-Jlhad (Holy War Organization)(85).
  - ■ "  ' /  I '  "  ' '
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Under Mubarak, religious experts were sent to jail to J|
convince the young militants that their interpretations of 
Islam were faulty(81). According to a report, the Azharite
dlama* cooperated in this effort of reconversion, while the |
ministry of Awqaf was reluctant to participate(82).
/ î
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4. Hlzb Allah. (Party of God), an active underground group, 
headed by Yahya Hâshlm (District Attorney)(86).
6, Jama at aI~Ahram (Pyramid Society)(88)
I
5, Hizb al-Tahrlr (Liberation Party) (87)
■I
7. Qutblyin (Followers of Sayyid Qutb) j;«
I
8. Munazzamat al-Jlhad (Jihad Organization). Among the top 
leaders of this organization are: Shaikh ^Abd al-Rahmân,
A. Zumur and M. Faraj.(89)
9. Jaim at al-Fath (Society of Conquest), suppressed by Mubarak(90).
10. Jund Allah Group (the Soldiers of God Group).
An acceptable def inition^was made by Prof. Sa'" ad -E-ddi-n 
Ibrahim, a well known Egyptian sociologist^-onr-M-i-Litant 
-i-(3 1 amie--Groups as actual violent group behavior committed
collectively against the state or other actors in the name 'l|
of Jsiam(91>. Only two groups of substantial size meet this d
definition.
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aIiI5The first is Munazzamat al-Tahrir al~IslamL (Islamic 
Liberation Organization ILO). This organization, well known 4
in the Arab mass media as Jama*^at al~Fannlya al- askariya (
(Technical Military Academy Group, henceforth abbreviated as 
MA) began on the initiative of Dr. Salih Siriyya, an 
educated man with a Ph. D in science education, a Palestinian 
by birth, in his mid-thirties he had been a member of the ^
Muslim Brotherhood branch in Jordan (known as Hizb al- 
Tahrir al~Islami (the Islamic Liberation Party). This group 
appears to have been organized in the early 197 0s.
In April, 1974 an attempt was made by this group to 
stage a coup d ’etat by taking over the Technical Military  ^
College in Cairo, in preparation for marching to the Arab 
Socialist Union (ASU), where Egypt's top ruling elite were 
scheduled to listen to a speech by President Sadat. This 
plot succeeded in taking over the Military College but was 
foiled*
The second is Jama^at al-Muslimin (the Muslim Group).
This group is known in the Arab mass media as al-Takfir wa 
al-HiJrah (Repentance and Holy Flight (RHF)')., The initiator 
of RHF is Shukri Mustafa, a veteran member of the Muslim 
Brotherhood, arrested in 1965, tried and jailed for a few 
years. He was educated in Cairo with a B. Sc in agricultural
I
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science. The size of the group was then estimated to have 
between 3000 and 5000 active members who were highly- 
organized and quite widely spread horizontally and 
vertically throughout Egyptian society(92).
 ------------ L_i--  _ _
A massive operation was kidnapping Shaykh Muhammad 
Husain al-Dhahabi, the former Minister of Awqâf (Religious %
Endowments) in July, 1977 and killing him, after its demand 
to release its members from prison was not met. After 
fighting between security forces and the group, over 400 4
members were arrested and five Takfir leaders were executed 
in March, 1979(93). 'g
Referring to the sub-topic above (the Muslim Brotherhood 
and other Islamic Groups), members of the ILO and RHF claim 
that there is no difference between them and the Muslim 
Brotherhood in the religious component of ideology, reading 
of histofy and overall vision for the future. In fact they 
consider themselves as a continuation of the Brotherhood. I
According to its members' own testimony, the MA group *
has been primarily influenced by the literature of the
Muslim Brotherhood, especially the writing of Hasan al-Banna '1
and Sayyid Qutb, ^ also^translated works of Abu al-A*^la al-
' ' p " "  "-y
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The ideology of Islamic Militant groups in any part of 
this world in general and in Egypt in particular is to 
embody the will of God by leading a righteous life and 
following the correct path (al~Sirat al-Mustaqim) as taught 
by the Qur’an and Hadith. This means the main responsibility 
of every Muslim is to rebuild a new social order based on 
Islam (full application of the Shari ^ ah') . Struggling (that 
means through militant Jihad) to bring that about is a duty 
of every true Muslim(96) .
A 'À .  i
Mawdudi in Pakistan and Dr. *"Ali Shari'" at"! in Iran(94>.
Between 1974 and 1977 many of the top leaders of the MA and 4
'ÎRHF were arrested, many of whom had some direct or indirect 4
affiliation with the Muslim Brotherhood(95>, 4
There were scattered confrontations between the 
authorities and other Militant Islamic elements, but the 
massive confrontations were made by two mentioned above.
 './ i
PART TWO
THE CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES
I
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THE CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES.
Various types of societies with different characterèS'ftc.'S 
appeared in modern times. Among these societies as stated by 
Sayyid Qutb in his books were*:
a) The Communist Societies< 1 ) : Based on Marxism, 4-t»s-
ultimate aim is to set up a classless society, with all 
means of production, distribution and exchange in society 
belonging to the public(2). Marxism wants to demolish the 
walls of race and colour, nation and geographical region 
based on a "class system". It denies the existence of god 
and believes that the universe was created by " matter *'• or 
by "nature", while all man's activities and his history have 
been created by "'economic factors " or "the means of 
production"; the way of life it adopts is to be governed by 
the Communist Party.(3)
b) Idolatrous Societies: They believe in other gods
besides God, their laws and regulations are derived from 
sources other than God, either from the nation or a party o] 
from another basis<4>. These types of societies can be 
found in India, Japan, the Philippines and Africa(5).
1
1
d) The Muslim Societies(11): This type of society comes to
exist when individuals and groups reject servitude to anyone 
except God, and accept submission to God, and decide that 
they will organise their scheme of life on the basis of this 
submission(12) .
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c) Jewish and Christian Societies(6> : Originally they are - t
the followers of transcendent religion but they have 
distorted the original beliefs and ascribe certain 
attributes of God to other beings(7). They have transferred 
the power to legislate to priests and rabbis. Although they 
do not regard them as gods, they give them the authoriy to 
make laws which are made by them rather than by God(8).
..A
d) The so-called 'Muslim Societies’ (9): Individually, they
are Muslim, but their way of life is not based on submission 
to God alone. Although they believe in the Unity of God 
they have delegated the legislative attribute of God to 
others and submit to this authority, and from this authority 
they derive their systems, their traditions and customs, 
their laws, their values and standards(10>,
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The Nature of The Islamic Society:
It is necessery to state that basically the nature of 
the Islamic Society is different from that of other 
societies such as Capitalism, Socialism, Communism etc, 
because the sources and foundations of the Islamic Society 
come from God alone while the other societies are man-made 
systems.
The most distinctive feature of an Islamic Society and 
its organization is that in all its affairs it is based on 
aJ-Hàkimlyah - Allah's sovereignty over man.Allah gives them 
a particular concept of the universe, of life, of human 
history, of values and purposes.
The Formation of The Islamic Society:
The message of Islam is to bring human beings into 
submission to God, to recognise that their true Sustainer 
and Lord is One God(16>, to free them from servitude to 
other human beings so that they may devote themselves to the 
One True God, to deliver them from the clutches of human 
lordship and man-made laws, value systems and traditions,
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Sayyid Qutb divided the types of social systems stated 
above into either;
1. Islamic Society or al Nizam al Islami (13),
or 2. Jahili Society or al Nizam al Jâhilï(14),
The Islamic Society:
The Islamic Society follows Islam in belief and ways of 
worship, in law and organization, in morals and manners(15). 
In this society the belief and ideas of individuals, their 
devotional acts and religious observances, and their social 
system are all based on submission to God alone.
In other words, the Islamic Society is the name of a 
group of people whose manners, ideas and concepts, rules and 
regulations, values and criteria, ai-e all derived from the- 
Islamic sources.
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so that they will acknowledge the sovereignty and authority 
of the One True God and follow his law in all spheres of 
life.
To accomplish this sacred message, the formation of an 
Islamic Society is necessary (17) .
The first principle toward the formation of an Islamic 
Society is to create some potential individuals whose hearts 
are purified from the worship of anyone other than God(18). 
Then they come together to make a group, then a community.
On this basis the first Muslim group came into being and 
eventually developed into the first Muslim Community or 
ummah (19) .
The second principle is to create an Islamic Movement. 
The foremost objective of this movement is to change the 
practices of the Jahili Society, and its long term planning 
is to change the Jahili system at its very roots(20), and 
among the early programmes or stages of training and 
education for members of this movement is to remove 
themselves from all the influences of the Jahiliyah - from 
its concepts, traditions and leadership<21).
. " ■'■ ' " :
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Lastly he came to the conclusion that an 'Islamic 
Revival' is very important and unavoidable to lead mankind 
toward a new world of peace and harmony, fraternity and 
prosperity. But the question is, how is it possible to start 
the task of reviving Islam ? Immediately, he answered that 
to achieve this goal, it would be necessary to form a 
vanguard or tal 2 ‘^ah(.27 ) of dedicated Muslims prepared to 
struggle and sacrifice themselves toward the formation of an 
Islamic Society(28).
It is understood that the Islamic Society is not one in |
which people call themselves 'Muslim* and their birth 
certificates register them as Muslim (22), but in which the 
Islamic Law has no status(23), for communities cannot be 
considered Islamic, whatever their numbers, if the system of 
life is constructed on some other foundation or if other 
sources are mixed with this foundation(24).
The Western Civilization today, unable to present any 
healthy values for the guidance of mankind, rather brings 
them to the brink of a precipice(25). It is more clear if we 
observe that all man-made ideologies, movements and theories 4?
derived from the Western Civilization have lost their 
vitality and have proved to be a failure(26).
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These vanguards will surely become a dynamic movement 
which challenges Jahiliyah both in theory and practice, so 
that it becomes a living faith which grows, struggling 
against the surrounding forces. There is no other way for 
the revival of Islam in the shade of Jahiliyah in whatever 
age or country it appears(29).
Indeed, Islamic society was founded on the basis of a 
movement iharakahS which derived from Islamic belief 
(Aqldah Islamiyah) (30). For him, the Islamic society comes 
into existence outside the human sphere and outside this 
world, it comes from Allah to mankind(31).
Sayyid Qutb stressed confidently, that when the number 
of believers reaches three, it means that the Islamic 
society has come into existence (actually). These three 
increase to ten, the ten to a hundred, the hundred to a 
thousand and the thousand increase to twelve thousand(32) 
and the Islamic society grows and becomes established.
Sayyid Qutb stated that an Islamic Society can be born 
from within the old Jahili Society(33), and the old society 
may become submerged into the new Islamic Society or it may
-A,...*.,.; : ' . t
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not, and it may make peace with the Muslim Society or may 
fight it(34).
The Characteristics of the Islamic Society:
1. al~Hâklmiyah - Sovereignty in the society
belongs to Allah alone, which is expressed in its 
obedience to the Divine Law only.
2. The Nati onaJ i ty - The Islamic creed is the 
relationship binding the individuals in the society 
based on the association of belief alone, not
on association based on race or colour, 
language or country, regional or national 
Interests(35). So, the Islamic Society is an open 
and all-inclusive community in which people of 
various races, nations, languages and colours are 
members(36).
3. Honour: The mast honourable man in this
society is the one who is noblest in character (37).
A
i
In general, Sayyid Qutb outlined the major character of 1^
an Islamic society as follows; |I
4
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4. Equality: All individuals are equally subject
to a law which is not man- made (33?,
5. Freedom: In this society, all men become free
from the servitude of some men to others and devote 
themselves to the worship of God alone(39).
On the other hand, the Islamic Society is not one in 
which people call themselve 'Muslim' but in all its affairs. 
It is based on worship of God alone. Islam in the society 
not only reigns in name but also governs.
The Jahili Society:
The Jahili Society is a way of life which does not 
follow Islam or al-hakimiyah - the reign of Allah's 
sovereignty on earth.
Jahiliyah means deviation from the worship of One God 
and the way of life prescribed by God, It derives its system 
of laws, regulations, habits and standards and values from a 
source other than God(40).
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For Sayyid Qutb, this outward manifestation of Jahiliyah 
can be seen in different forms, different signs and names 
during different epochs, but its root and foundation are the 
same. For Jahiliyah, to whatever period and stage it 
belongs, is Jahiliyah. It is evil and corrupt, whether it be 
of the ancient or modern variety(41).
He saw Jahiliyah as extending into almost all aspects of 
human life in modern times. All a people's beliefs and 
ideas, their art, rules and laws, even what we consider to 
be Islamic culture, Islamic sources, Islamic philosophy and 
Islamic thought are constructs of Jahiliyah(42). In other 
words, all existing ideologies, societies, movements and 
values and moral systems are pagan or Jahiliyah(43), because 
all of them believe in materialism, no matter what form is 
given the highest value and deny Allah's sovereignty over 
them.
The Nature of the Jahili Society:
ÎIAs was stated before, the concept of Jahili Society is 
to depose Allah's sovereignty over man, and some people 
become above the laws and legislate them to rule over -j
others.
   a-. • V .. :
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Hence, the world today is surrounded by Jahiliyah, is of 
the same nature as it was during the first period of Islam, 
perhaps a little deeper(44).
Ï
According to Sayyid Qutb, Islam cannot accept any mixing 
with Jahiliyah and never makes any compromise with any of
the concepts of Jahiliyah(45).__________________
The Characteristics of the Jahili Society;
The Jahili Society appears in various forms, it can 
exist in the past, present and in the future, all of them 
ignorant of the Divine Guidance. Among them are:
oilooe.1. Shirk: A society in which belief in Godais denied,
2. Belief in God: a society which believes in God and
permits people to observe their devotions in mosques, 
churches and synagogues yet, on the other side, the 
rule of God in their life is suspended (46)
3. Worship: A society in which some people worship
others, or in other words, some people become
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dominant and make laws for others, regardless of 
whether these laws are against God's injunctions and 
without caring for the use or misuse of their 
authority(47>.
4. The Value System: A society in which materialism, no
matter in what form, is given the highest value 
whether it be in the form of a 'theory' such as in 
the Marxist interpretation of history, or in the form 
of material production, as is the case with the 
United States and European countries and all human 
values are sacrificed at its altar (48).
However, Sayyid Qutb, while totally rejecting modern 
Jahili Society, called for a complete understanding of its 
foundations in order to combat it, not by force but by 
refuting its arguments and exposing its fallacies and its 
shortcomings(49 > .
The use of 'al-Jahiliyah* or 'Jahili Society* or 'Jahili 
System' by Sayyid Qutb and some other modern Islamic writers 
originally may have been introduced by Sayyid Abu al Hasan 
"All al- Nadwiy in his book: Mâdha Khaslra al-'^alam bi
Inhitat al-Muslimin (The Loss To The World Due to the 
Decline of Muslims), English translation: Islam and the
' /  I ' '
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WbridCSO) published by International Islamic Federation of 
Student Organizations, Kuwait, 1981. This book, originally 
wi-'itten in Arabic, was published in Cairo in 1950 for the 
Academy of Research, Translation and Publication in 
Egypt(51).
This term, traditionally used to refer to the 
faithlessness or loss of guidance in the pre-Islamic society 
of the P,rophet*s time, was used by Sayyid Qutb to refer to 
those aspects of the modern way of life in non-Muslim 
society as well as in Muslim society which do not strictly 
follow the teachings and principles of Islam(53).
These words were not known in Sayyid Qutb* s writings 4|
(books and articles) on Islamic subjects published before 
1951, such as: al-Taswir al~Fanni fi al-Qur'an (1943),
Mashahid aJ-Qiyamah fi al~Qur'an (1945) and a l - ‘"Adalah al- 
IJtima'^iyah fi al-Islam (1947), but appeared in books 
written after 1951 such as: al-Islam wa Musbkilat al-Hadarah
(1968), Fi Zilal al-Qvr*'an (1964), Ma'^alim fi al-Tariq 
(1965) etc(52).
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SAYYID QUTB ON WESTERN CIVILIZATION
On the decline of the Ottoman Empire, international 
leadership passed from the Muslims to the non-Muslim nations 
of the Vest and a consequence of this change, the influence 
of Western Civilization, quickly spread all over the world. 
In a word, the world today is really dominated by Western 
Civilization in the non-Muslim countries as well as in 
Muslim; countries (54). The influence of Western 
Civilization exists in every aspect of human life today.
Sayyid Qutb, as one of several Muslim thinkers in this 
century(55) had wide ideas on the reformulation of 
contemporary Islamic thought. He carefully analyzed Islam as 
a complete way of life proposed to the Muslims in particular 
and to the world in general, an Islamic ideology as an 
alternative to those current systems and ideologies which 
bring mankind today to the brink of the precipice (56),
A
In spite of proposing an Islamic Ideology as an 
alternative and at the same time re-interpreting Islam as a 
system correlated to the natural growth of society and the 
necessities of modern life, Sayyid Qutb deeply criticized
//
Western Civilization and its destructive values, standards 
and traditions<57). He believes this civilization will 
inevitablly collapse because it is based on ideas and 
principles of human origin and therefore is founded on mis­
conceptions, errors and considerations of self-interest. 
Besides, it contradicts human nature, or in other words, it 
will harm humanity as a whole(58).
The Origin of Western Civilization:
It would be advisable here to touch on a short history 
of the origin and root of this civilization to know the 
nature and spirit of it.
In a simple argument, Western Civilization came into 
existence starting from the rise of the modern national 
state, the rivalries of the French and Germans, Russians and 
Poles, Magyars and Southern Slavs. The religion became 
militant here on earth and then followed the secular 
conflict between the crescent and the cross<59).
64 %%
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The root of this contemporary Western Civilization is 
not of recent origin. Its origin was the Civilization of 
Ancient Greece and Rome hundreds of years ago.
Dr. Haas, a German scholar said;
The European Civilization was set by Ancient 
Greece (60)..
Prof Roger Garaudy said;
The Western World ; Morally, is Christianity 
and Catholic itself,
Politically and Legally : Rome and Roman Law,
Thought and Arts Greece(61).
The Characteristics of Western Civilization:
In his interpretation of the old Greek Civilization, Dr, 
Haas stated that the aim of this civilization was to develop 
man harmoniously while the supreme measure was a beautiful 
body. It clearly emphasized the senses, physical education -
Ài
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games and dancing, and mental education - poetry, music, 
drama, philosophy. Even the sciences were kept in 
proportion so as to develop the mind but not at the 
expense of the body. Its religion had no spirituality, 
no theology, no mysticism'* (62).
W. E. H. Lecky said:   (the Roman Religion) was
purely selfish. It was simply a method of obtaining 
prosperity, averting calamity and reading the future.
Ancient Rome produced many heroes, but no saints. Its self- 
sacrifice was patriotic, not religious, Religion was neither 
an independent teacher nor a source of inspiration(63).
a
It has already been pointed out that most, if not all 
modern ideologies and movements appearing in the Western 
societies are revealed from their minds. The spirit of the 
West is dominated by materialism. Its thinkers, political 
and socib-economic leaders reject everything that does not 
have a direct bearing upon economic materialism and sexual 
desires. As a result, Darwinism, Freudianism and Marxism and 
other Western theories and social institutions are the 
direct consequences of the view that man is, after all, an 
elevated animal(64).
/  i
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The real religion of the Vest today, the religion that 
rules over its mind and spirit, is not Christianity but 
Materialism<65) .
Sayyid Qutb*s views on Western Civilisation:
The high achievement of Western Civilization in science 
and technology, culture and material production was accepted 
by Sayyid Qutb. These developments are far ahead of those of 
the East and at least for a few centuries to come we cannot 
expect to compete with Europe(66). But unfortunately, this 
civilization with its ideas, cultures, customs and 
traditions makes recent mankind suffer, worried and 
confused, having been scorched by the fires of greed, 
materialism and hedonism.
The reason for this decline is not because their 
civilization has became poor materially or their economy and 
military power has become weak, but because their 
civilization is unable to present any vital values for the 
guidance of ma.nkind.
■I
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All modern political ideologies and movements, socio­
economic theories and the institutions created by the 
Western World derived from those values have lost their 
vitality. J
He said:
Thus the humiliation of the common man 
under the communist system and the 
exploitation of individuals and nations 
due to greed for wealth and imperialism 
under the capitalist systems are but a 
corollary of rebellion against God's 
authority and the denial of the 
dignity of man given to him by God(67).
In this regard, Sayyid Qutb presented several arguments 
to mankind to reject this contemporary Western Civilization, 
to avoid suffering and humiliation. He accused this 
civilization of being a Jahili Civilization(68) for several 
reasons, among which are;
a) Western Civilization is based on wrong belief, such 
as atheism, polytheism or monotheism, because it
' W  ..-X- ' . A  ...
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has ignored the laws of God, rather it makes man .. 
..... (69).
b> Western Civilization is based on materialism, no
matter in what form, in theory or in practice. This 
concept of materialism assumes the meanings of 
ethic, morality and immorality and values systems 
are relative or due to economic factors or 
sometimes to political affairs<70). In other words, 
material production is considered to be more 
valuable and honourable than the development of 
human character.
c) Western Civilization is based on a wrong worldview
on man, on society, on life and on nature(71).
d) Western Civilization is based on a wrong perception
of the relationship between man and woman(72>.
if ' 1
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Sayyid Qutb was not alone in his condemnation of Western 
Civilization. Before him, there were a number of Muslim 
thinkers who criticized the Western World and its 
civilization, especially its systems and values and 
advocated a return to Islam as an alternative to Western 
Capitalism and Communism. Among them were al-Imam Muhammad 
‘^Abduh, al-Shaikh J amal al-Din al-Afgha.ni, al- Imam Hasan al-
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....the civilisation of the West, which was 
brilliant by virtue of its scientific perfection for 
a long time, and which subjugated the whole world 
with the product of this science to its states and 
nations, is now bankrupt and in decline. Its 
foundation are crumbling, and its institutions and 
guiding principles are falling apart. Its political 
foundations are being destroyed by dictatorship, 
and its economic foundations are being swept away by 
crises.
All of humanity ai'e tormented, wretched, worried and 
confused, having been scorched by the fires of greed 
and materialism(73) .
The ideology of domination in the minds of Western 
nations did not define its goal without involving a 
fallacious chauvinism, and therefore it brought 
about internecine warfare and aggression against 
weak nations(74).
Banna, Muhammad Iqbal, *^ Abd al-Rahman al-Kawakibi, Abu al
'A^la al-Maududi, Abu al-Hasan Ali al-Madwi and others. For ¥' ■
instance, Hasan al-Banna said;
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The present military force of Europe, everyone 
knows, comprises that army of injustice and 
the soldiery of greed<75).
Muhammad Iqbal repeatedly and bitterly accused the Vest 
of cheating humanity of its basic values with the glittering 
mirage of its technology, of exploiting the territories it 
colonised in the name of spreading humanitarian values, 
which it itself flouted by waging internecine wars born of 
sheer economic savagery, and of dewomanizing the woman and 
dilapidating the family institution in the name of 
progress(76 > .
In the Western World itself, there are prominent figures 
in philosophy, history and politics who predicted the 
decadency of Western Civilization. For instance, Oswald 
Spengler in German after World War 1 and Arnold J. Toynbee 
in Britain after World War II gained wide audiences for 
their theories of history that seemed to imply an inevitable 
future decline of Western Civilization(77).
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, . . . ' ,  # Steward C. Easton ÿnrote in his book; The Western s
We have further concerned ourselves with the 
paradox that almost none of the writers or 
philsophers of stature in this century have been 
optimistic about the condition of man, and that 
all are engaged in trying to find meaning in the 
life of man, meaning which continues to elude 
them<78).
Heritage:
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SAYYID QUTB'S CONCEPT OF CIVILIZATION.
Vhat is the meaning of Civilization ? The word |3
'civilization' is derived from the Latin civîs, it is a 
concept usually used by historians, anthropologists and 
moralists to describe certain stages of society generally ^
contrasted with 'primitive', 'underdeveloped', 'barbarous'.
This word has been defined variously by different 
disciplines of knowledge, even differently by different 
writers in one discipline.
Among the dominant definitions of Civilization derived 
from the western intellectual points of view are:
Ti
a) A universalistic definition offered by the English
anthropologist E.B.Taylor (1832-1917) in 1871: |i
■Î"Culture or Civilization, taken in its wide 
ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which q
includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, 
custom and any other capabilities and habits 
acquired by man as a member of society" (79).
/  I
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b> By Lewis Henry Morgan:
Civilization is a development from barbarism
whereby an appreciable proportion of the
members of society no longer get their own food
as hunters, fishers, or farmers but consume the
surplus produced by others in return for
sspecialist services as craftsmen, merchants, 
magicians, soldiers, judges or kings(80).
c> By an American anthropologist Clyde Kluckhon:
The presence of two of the following: towns,
writing, complex ceremonial centresCSl).
d) Sjoberg :
The presence of writing in a society(82).
e ) Prof Gordon Childe:
The knowledge of the art of writing(83).
T
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Other definitions usually given to define the word 
civilization are:
f) A society that is controlled by codified laws which are 
enforced by civil authority,
g) Any given society, no matter how simple or complex. 
h> The superorganic.
i) A complex, literate society, which uses metals, has a 
machine technology and a money economy(84).
In general, the most accurate and fruitful employment of 
this term is to denote the highest stage in social 
evolution. But no doubt, all these definitions are 
inaccurate and do not correlate to the teachings of Islam, 
for these definitions derive from the Materialism of the 
Western worldview(85) which was labelled by Sayyid Qutb as a 
Jahili Civilization(8 6 ).
Yet, what type of civilization is hoped for by him and 
what are its principles and values ? Unfortunately there is 
no direct definition given by Sayyid Qutb, but it was widely
//
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Sayyid Qutb laid down the principles and values of 
Islamic Civilization. These are eternal and unchangeable
explained in his books: ai-IsJim wa Mushkilat al-Hadârah and
Ma^âlim fl al-TarlqC&7 ) . In a simple word, he defined the 
Civilized Society as an Islamic Society(8 8 ), which is a 
complete and real human civilization(89). Islamic 
Civilization is the true noble civilization that emphasizes
human values and morals, intellectual and material progress, 14
not a civilization which may make progress in industries, 
economics and sciences while these morals and humanities are 
suppressed, but one in which the dignity and honour of man
•1are respected according to what God has prescribed(90>.
I
1. The worship of God alone,
2. The foundation of human relationships on the
belief in the unity of God,
3. The supremacy of the humanity of man over
material things,
4. the development of human values and the .J
control of animalistic desires, 1
I
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7. The Implementation of the /Shari ^ ah (91) .
He finished the chapter "al-lGlam huwa al-Hadarah" with 
a quotation from the Qur’an: (Our religion is) The Baptism
of God, and who can baptize better than God ? Qal-Baqarah: 
138)
5. Respect for the family, 1
6 . The assumption of the vicegerency of God on earth 'S
according to His guidance and instruction,
For him, Islamic Civilization is unique and universal. 
Therefore it can develop anywhere and in any environment. Of 
course, these forms differ, depending on local conditions in 
which these values develop, as long as these differences are 
within the circle and norms of the Islamic concept of 
Civilization. The real civilisation was established in 
Madinah, in Baghdad, in Spain, in Cairo, in Dehli or 
(Delhi), in Istanbul and so on(92) , it was never an Arab 
Civilization, it was never a mere nationality but always a 
community of belief(93).
_______________________ .__f
PART THREE
SOME CRITICISM OF MODERM IDEOLOGIES
1
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SOME CRITICISM OF MODERF IDEOLOGIES,
-S4.-nce the real message of Islam Is to release mankind/Ac alaoUfion àj‘
from servitude of one man to a n o t h e r — means----t-e---a:be4rirgh-
He affirmed that all modern ideologies such as 
nationalism, capitalism, socialism, communism etc are 
destructive to the human being and the community. All of 
them failed to see that the underlying conflict in the world
all man-made systems so that the Shari ah is the only system J’
which ought to be established in the world(l). It is the J
function of Islam to change people's beliefs and actions as Iwell as their outlook and way of thinking. Only under the I
Islamic Government, would people have complete freedom and
real protection for their life, their dignity and wealth.
%
For Sayyid Qutb, all man-made systems and ideologies are 
the same in their nature and way of thinking, their
materialistic worldviews on life are united, but the
differences between them are in approaches and (in way of) ^
arrangements (i.e. there was total freedom of investment in
America, while it was guided in England and no investment at 
all in Russia and everything would be held by the 
communi’^y) (2 ) .
' " f . I . V ^ ' '1
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is not economic but spiritual in nature. The real human 
struggle is not the possession and monopoly of wealth and <4
ypower but for the heart, soul, allegiance and commitment of ^
the human being.
In his view, Islam knows only two kinds of society: 
Islamic society and Jahili society(3), and a struggle 
between a variety of social forces is the struggle between 
the Party of God and the Party of Satani^') .
From this vantange point, Sayyid Qutb was actively 
involved in the Muslim Brotherhood movement. He saw it as 
the Party of God.He believed that only Islam is capable of. 
solving human basic problems, of granting men comprehensive 
social justice, of restoring for them justice in government, 
in economics, in opportunities and in punishment(5). Only 
Islam is able to combine two ideas without any contradiction 
or extremism: The idea of nationalism in the Great Islamic 
State and the idea of a comprehensive social justice are 
dominant in it(6 ).
On the international political level, Sayyid Qutb 
insists that the Muslim World ought to unite in an Islamic 
Bloc. This Islamic alternative becomes necessary to free
...
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case of Palestine is a witness to this(7).
To him, it is not necessAry for Muslim; states today to 
unite under one government, rather, they would unite under 
one bloc of Islam in which the Shari ah is their 
legislation<8 >.
Inevitablly for Islam to rule, is to introduce to 
humanity an ideal society such as is dreamed of by 
Communism, Socialism and Christianity(9).
them from subservience to either Capitalist Bloc in the Vest 
or Communist Bloc in the East, both what he calls the 
communist Vest and the capitalist East are the same. These 
two systems acted as one bloc of enmity toward us, and the
I
I
\
In short, he said; Islam will remain the greatest and 
most powerful concept ever known in the history of man. The 
Islamic^worldview on man, on life and on nature are ideal %#iand comprehensive and grant more dignity to humanity (1 0 ). 4
J
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CAPITALISM.
The Capitalist system,also called the Democratic system, 
came into being in Western societies after the The French 
Revolution which stressed individual freedom in all aspects 
of life. This concept conformed to the needs of European 
societies at that time and was their liberator from the ugly 
Feudalism<20) .
Sayyid Qutb agrees that capitalism in its early stages 
brought about great progress to humanity. Production was 
increased, means of communication were improved and national 
resources were exploited on a large scale for the interest 
of both sides - capitalist groups and societies, an 
important advance contrasted with the Feudalistic era 
before(29 >.
But such a glorious picture did not last long because i
the natural development of capitalism gradually changed this .4
'-Igreat freedom to great evil and rendered oppression to the |
majority in society. Consequently, this concept of freedom J
led to the freedom of monopoly, accumulation of wealth among 
the minority, usury and injustice in wages for workers(SO).
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On the international level, the conflict among the 
capitalist countries led to competition for raw material 
resources, new markets for their goods and investments which 
in turn gave rise to colonialism.
Capitalism rests on the activities of usury, monopoly, 
violence and oppression(32). Therefore a small minority of 
the population - the capitalist class - own and control the 
major resources of the country. As a result of this, 
destructive wars and colonialism were the inevitable outcome 
of monopolistic capitalism(33).
Sayyid Qutb asserts that Capitalism as an ideology was
unable to fulfil the development of European societies.
Because of that, in the later part of the eighteenth and
early nineteenth century, the propagandists of capitalism
declared that capitalism was based on freedom of w A/f Acompetition, .-thrat- conforms to the interest of individualsA-
...
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Capitalism is a materialistic theory of social system, 
therefore contrary to human nature. The moral values in 
Capitalism refer to self-interest and always ally to the |
ruling class. Formally, capitalists use people and 
governments to justify their aims(31). 1
.3
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and communities, but it became monopoly, the very contrary 
of competition(34) .
The history of European countries told us that the 
Western societies had a lot of experience in social systems 
starting from the Slavery system of the Roman Empire and 
moving through Feudalism to Capitalism to Marxism and 
Fazism(35).
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COMMUFISM.
It is inevitable that every contemporary Muslim thinker 
should pay more attention or lay special emphasis on 
Communism(17) as a system of belief and as a modern ideology 
in the world today.
The objection of Islam to Communism or Marxism is 
because of its atheism and materialism(18> , a form of modern 
myth in the name of scientific revolution. Communism also 
limits human reality to the realm of the animal by focusing 
on food, drink, clothing, housing and sex, so in the 
Communist view the whole of human history is nothing but a 
struggle for food<19).
For Sayid Qutb, historically. Communism or Marxism is 
derived from the materialist concept of life, the idea that 
was embiraced by the Western people from their early 
civilization - Roman Civilization - based on 
materialism(20>. Communism or the Materialistic 
Interpretation of History came into existence because of its 
domination in the mind of the Western World after the French 
Revolution(21> and the extremism of individualistic 
Capitalism had come to an end(22).
"....y. ... j.*;-v'."- - -'.' :%Y4'"!vir '
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Islam allows private property and it is inviolable, but 
forbids that wealth circulate among a limited group of rich, 
Wealth is not sought for itself in Islam but is sought as a 
means to piety and a way to upright, merciful, and loving 
action, while Communism sees that ownership, private
He asserts that theoretically speaking, Communism is a 
small and an insignificant idea which deserves no respect 
from those who think humanely, above the level of food and |
drink(23). Marxism is completely ignorant of the human soul, 
its nature and history. It ascribes all human incentives to 
the feeling of material hunger and to the struggle for 
material gain. It describes all historical events as due 
solely to change in the means of production<24).
Marxism depicts the future as void of all human 
legacies, assuming that human beings will be philanthropic 
angels, each individual producing his utmost but receiving 4
■Jonly according to his needs. It assumes that all this would 4
take place without control or government. All these will 
happen, after the revolution when the "bourgeois” elements 
are eradicated giving the social order into the hands of the M
"proletariat"(25).
s:
■I
property and wealth are the source of all evil in society %■I
and they should be held by the community(26>.
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Sayyid Qutb asserts that Marxist doctrine or any social 
order influenced by Marxism cannot continue and survive 
except by coercion and in an atmosphere of intimidation and 
suppression(27).
1
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NATIONALISM.
A careful reading of Sayyid Qutb's literature on Islamic 
•political thought would clearly show that Nationalism or 
Patriotism or any modern ideologies are contradictory to 
Islam and he assumes them to be Jahiliyah.
In his books especially fi al~Tariq and Nahwa
MuJtama^ Islami, he argues that Nationalism came into being 
to fulfill the needs of certain situations in the last two 
centuries. Nationalism, indeed, a thing of the past, was 
now a human legacy. The role of Nationalism certainly was 
taken over by the thought of Social Justice<11).
Nationalism - today - remains a limited idea and 
irrelevant to the logical ideas and demands of the modern 
world. This type of grouping according to family, tribe, 
nation, ^country, race or colour is the residue of the 
primitive state of man, from a period when man's spiritual 
values were at a low stage(1 2 ).
Nationalism as a social and political doctrine, claims 
that all people should give their highest loyalty to their
$
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own nation. This was rejected by Islam more than thirteen i
centuries ago. Prophet Muhammad assumed it as a "'muntanah*' a 
"dead thing*' against which man's spirit should revolt (13).
That was why he did not use the fire of Arab Nationalism
Sayyid Qutb says, for Islam, nationality means belief
and a way of life, therefore Dar al-Islam is the only
fatherland for every Muslim, the place that the Islamic
faith, the Islamic way of life and the Shari*^ah are
dominant(15) and only this meaning and this relationship^
worthy of man's dignity(16). That made all people of any %
race or colour equal under the banner of Islam.
are.
In this connection, Islam freed all humanity from the ties 
of the earth and the chains of blood relationship.
'iI%1i/
from the beginning of his messengership. It can be said that 
if he had. called people in this way, the whole of Arabia 
would have accepted it and united under his leadership, and 
when the authority had once developed in his hands, he could 
have used all this to make them accept Islam, for which 
purpose he was sent. But this is not the way. It is not a 
noble and an ideal concept of struggle. The All-Knowing and 
All-Vise Allah did not lead His Messenger on that 
course (14 ) .
'I
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SOCIALISM,
In spite of the fact that socialism comes closer to 
Islam and is parallel in many things, especially in the 
realm of economy(38), giving dignity of life for 
individuals, freedom of private property, Justice in 
distribution of wealth and common ownership in certain 
properties and so on, yet socialism is a purely 
materialj^stic ideology, without moral values, therefore 
colonialism could be a product of such an ideology(3 9 ).
To him, Socialism is a racial system and local in 
orientation, whilst the Islamic system is a human system and 
one of universalism(40) . Like communism, the example of the
In 1948, Sayyid Qutb wrote a book: al-'^AdalaJb al-IJtima-
^iyah fi al-Islâm [Social Justice In Islam] (36). The major 
concern in his book was to explain that Islam, as a 
comprehensive way of life, had a unique concept of social 
justice and universaiism. He aimed also to refute the 
misconception of some people especially the Western oriented
Muslim intellectuals that Islam is socialism, or Islam and |
'Isocialism, are united, or at least, there is no contradiction 
in broad principle between Islam and social ism(37 ) .^
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ideal socialist society in action does not yet exist(41). In 
his view, the existence of socialism in the Western World 
during the last two centuries is the consequence of special 
circumstances of that time.
4
Socialism, like other man-made systems is incapable of '§
making perfect rules for a harmonious life. Only God has 
this capacity and has done so in the form of the
PART FOUR
THE ISLAMIC SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEMS 
OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES
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THE ISLAMIC SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEMS OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES.
It Is necGssery for Muslims to assume their role of 
leadership through Islam, to liberate all humanity from 
allegiance to any system or law other than the Shari ^ ah(.1 ) , 
Islam is commissioned to realize peace in the world, to 
eradicate oppression and injustice whenever they are found, 
even though it is the oppression of the individual against 
himself, the oppression of society against itself or the 
oppression of the government against its constituents<2 ).
To realize peace in this context is to secure the 
dominance of the Word of God in the world, affirming His 
Leadership, His Sovereignty [Hakimiyahl and His Justice(3). 
Only through this way would the real peace be enjoyed by 
humanity.
He believes that Islam contains all the principles 
necessafy to "correct and cure" social diseases in human 
societies in the past, present and in the future.f
Sayyid Qutb starts with this argument: God is the
creator of the universe and the creator of man. The same God
■ :î
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Indeed, the crisis in the modern world cannot be 
overcome except by the acceptance of the Islamic system as 
the regulative principle. Once the Islamic system is 
restored, the virtuous society would arise.
^THE UNIVERSAL PEACE AND ISLAM.
(Islam and Universal Peace) in 1952 in which he affirmed 
that peace is the esential character of Islam(6 ).
..
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is also the organizer of the universe, of human life and of ft
'1human relationship to the universe. Man is a part of the 
universe, the laws which govern human nature are no 
different from the laws governing the universe(4). And 
Shari^^ah which God has given to man to organise his life 
is also a part of the universal law. Thus obedience to the 
Shari‘'ah becomes a necessity for human beings so that their 
life may become harmonious and in tune with the rest of the 
universe(5).
Sayytd Qutb wrote a book: al~Salam al-'^Alami wa al-Islain 4
I
In this book he stated; Islam's approach to spread salam 
throughout the world starts from the root of peace into the
'  '  ' '  ' ^  ' ' ' ' ' '  ■•Vt ' 7  ■'» 7 ~ ; .............  ' ' .1 * ' ' -  -r\ \-'i' - ' ' . y , - , ....... 4 ]
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human conscience, to their family, to their societies and to 
the universe. Peace is the eternal principle in Islam(7), 
and all Islamic principles are God-given and relevant for 
every time and place, conform to human nature, are grounded 
in the reality of life as an integration of creation with
//je.the law of life and the laws governing humans. For^Islamic 
worldview is a divine vision, the world is its scope and the 
human is its subject(8 ).
Jihad and War:
In Islam, war is the exception which becomes necessary 
when there is deviation from the integration exemplified in 
the religion of the one God, resulting in injustice, 
oppression, corruption and discord(9).
He sees the Jihad or war for the realization of the 
righteous, society ordained by God as a liberating force, not­
as an oppression(1 0 ). Jihad works to realize the idea of 
universal revolution. It is not aimed at rule, control or 
booty (11) . In other word.s jihad or Islamic war is to free 
man from subservience to human institutions, forces, and 
attitudes that are destructive of the human being and the 
community.
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Islam rejects all the justifications for war in the 
world such as nationalism, racism, colonialism, greed and 
economic expansion or to fulfill desires of personal 
interests<1 2 ),
The only one kind of war permitted by Islam is one that 
is fought while striving to secure the dominance of the word 
of God in the world(13). That means that legal war in Islam 
can happen only in these two situations:
1. The war against those who oppose its way by 
f orce ( 14).
2. The war in order to liberate people and to 
realize social justice(15).
It is not the intention of Islam to force people into 
Islam. However, the compulsion comes into being against 
those who oppose its way by force (16). In this manner, Islam 
has placed a certain responsibility on Muslims;
a. To protect the believers that they do not stray from the 
religion, permitting the use of force to repel force,
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b. To guarantee the freedom of propagation [ Islamic 
da*^wah] . It is the duty of Muslims to eradicate any 
oppressive powers which impede the way of da'^wah.
c. To affirm God's sovereignty on earth, and the duty 
of Muslims to remove those who usurp this sovereignty.
d. To establish Justice tIslamic Justice! that all people 
may enjoy it (17),
To accomplish real peace in all its aspects, society and 
the entire world, Islam emphasizes it in three arenas:
a. Peace of conscience,
b. Peace in the home,
c. Peace in society(18).
Peace of Conscience
The peace of conscience is a starting-point for the 
establishment of world peace. It would be achieved when a 
man makes peace with his own nature. He will have peace of
,1■«•s
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mind, then makes a complete harAony with the law of the 
universe. And obedience to the >Shari‘^ah is the only way to 
attain that kind of peace and harmony. Only in this state 
will he be at peace with his conscience or men at peace with 
themselves(19) .
Peace In The Home:
To create peace at home and for a healthy family life as 
the basic unit of society, Islam regulates family life. The 
relationship between husband and wife in a family should be 
based on love, mercy, tolerance, and cooperation. To 
accomplish these objectives, Islam pointed out certain 
rights and obligations for both sides, to each will be 
according to his (or her) position, among them are:
- marriage is concluded by mutual agreement, written or 
oral of the two parties.
the woman obtains from her husband the mahr a contractual 
sum(20) ,
the division of labour and responsibilities between 
husband and wife.
j
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44^
the rights to inheritance.
the rights to Yasirh or divorce C in certain circumstances] 
(21) .
Peace in Society:
In Islam, the family, is the basis of society and the 
basis of the family is the division of labour betv^een 
husband and wife and the upbringing of children is the most 
important function of the family.
This kind of family provides the environment in which 
human values and morals develop and grow in the new 
generation,
in their homes then making peace and cooperation amongareindividuals in society, &erfollowed automatically by peace 
in the whole society, and total harmony between human 
societies, living together under common principles: 
Brotherhood, equality, justice and social cooperation ..,.
I
%
When people live at peace with themselves and at peace
I
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In short, the peace of humanity or universal peace would 
be achieved when actions of men are in accord with the 
universes laws and its movements(22). The Muslim contribution 
to make the world a place of peace and plenty, a place of 
progress and prosperity for one and all was recognized by 
history and historians(23).
“7?
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SOCIAL JUSTICE II ISLAM.
Sayyid Qutb's work on Islamic thoughts on Social 
Justice can be seen in his important books: al~ *^Adalah
al-IJ tima'^lyah fi al~IsIami2A) and Ma^^alim fi 
al -Tari g (25 > .
%
-i
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In his view, all modern human problems: Humiliation
of mankind, moral decay, poverty and social injustice can 
only be solved by Islam’s solution. For, Islam (or i^e 
Islamic system) conforms to human nature, it satisfies 
the dignity of all human needs in society(26). Islam 
strives to harmonize the interests of the individuals 
in the entire community.
%
I
Social justice in Islam is comprehensive human 
justice and not merely an economic Justice, that is 
to say, it embraces all sides of life and all 
aspects ''of freedom(27).
Islamic thoughts on social justice are based on 
Islamic belief, laws and morals - and start with 
absolute submission to the will and sovereignty of
I
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God alone. He asserts that social Justice in Islam 
is perfect, it is concerned alike with the mind 
and the body, with the heart and the conscience.
General Principles of Social Justice In Islam.
The values with which this Justice deals are not only 
economic values, nor are they merely material values in 
general, rather they are a mixture of moral and spiritual 
values together. Islam came establishing from the very
'tbeginning the principle of equal oppo^unity, guaranteeing 
individual needs and achieving a balance between the liberty 
of the individual to profit and the rights of society, the 
principle of private and public property, the principle of 
state interference in the economy and so on.
In his major work on this field - al-^Adalah al-IJtiim- 
‘'iyah fl al ~Islam - he set out the general principles of 
social justice in Islam, which can be summarised as follows
1. Liberation and Purification of the Soul,
T'>
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2. Equality of ?fè|ÿpDrtunity,
;3. Justice, J
4. al-Takaful àï'^ïjtlm^ai " mutual social 
responsibility-V<28) ,
1, Liberation and Purification of the Soul:
Islam considers that the first step toward the 
realization of this scheme is the liberation and 
purification of the soul(29).
2. Equality of Opportunity;
Islam does, of course, acknowledge the fundamental 
equality of all men, and basic justice among all, but over 
and above that, it leaves the door open for the achievement 
of preeminence through hard work, since different 
individuals have different methods of gaining their 
livelihood. Islam admits the reasonable causes of these 
differences, as being differences in strength and in
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endowment. It does not admit differences that depend on rank 
and station. Such it absolutely denies.
3. Justice:
For Sayyid Qutb, Islam is not only a religion but a 
comprehensive ideology that can and must regulate social and 
political life in its totality. Therefore, to realize 
justice in social life, Islam emphasizes justice in social 
order. It must be based on these three principles:
a. The justice of the ruler,
b. The obedience of the ruled,
and c. The shura between the ruler and the ruled(30>.
4. al-T^kaful al-Ijtim al :
The mutual social responsibility in Islam is an ideal 
which includes among its components the idea of social 
security in which each individual has an ordained right to
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obtain what is sufficient for life in material and spiritual 
matters(31)
3
I
Each individual has the right to food, drink, clothing, 
transportation and housing. He also has the right of 
marriage which is one of the necessities as it is related to 
the preservation of life and the response to primary 
needs(32), The minimum for life must be guaranteed to all. "
People share in three things: Water, pasture and fire**.
(Prophetic Tradition).
There is takaful between the individual and himself, 
between the individual and his family, between the 
individual and his society, between one community or ummah 
and other communities and between one generation and 
another(33).
IslanK recognized property (34) as a social function, but -j
the state forbids its utilization as a means of oppression 
and exploitation. Also recognized are natural instincts of 
the individual and his right to private property.
I
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Islam, in order to uphold justice in distribution of 
wealth in society, prohibits the holding of wealth by one 
single group in society. This is imperative, to avoid 
antagonism and struggle among social groups which might 
destroy the unity of the Ummah.
Zakat;
Sayyid Qutb sees in Zakkt one of the means of 
prohibiting the accumulation of wealth and. one of the 
general principles of Islamic policy on wealth - " So that
this (wealth) may not circulate solely among the rich from 
among you" (35). In spite of its importance, zrairat, as a 
devotional and social obligation, is limited in effect and 
cannot alone lead to social justice(36). Since zakat is the 
minimum religious obligation on wealth, it is the task of 
the government to pass any taxation law it deems necessary 
to attain the general welfare in the realm of al-Masalih al
_  CMursala. . i-Exoep-t e d- - I a-t-ar est sT_. and Sadd al- Dhara'i 
(37) .
Besides sakat, several non-obligatory contributions are 
demanded from every Muslim to the society; among them are 
sadaqat and infaq.
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In short, social justice is a part of the tni-Letl ity of I
Islamic teachings and way of life. This part caimnt 9
completely function if the real Islamic way of cannot ‘|
come into existence in reality.
/j
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ISLAM: A LIBERATING FORCE
Sayyid Qutb is one of a few contemporary interpreters of 
Islam who sees the uniqueness of Islam's way of life from 
the whole aspect of life. He articulated the content, scope 
and method of this ideology so that it really became an 
alternative and a most powerful solution to the current 
problems of mankind. As was stated before, his writings and 
his thoughts have inspired numerous contemporary 
revivalist Islamic movements in the world. His ideas and 
interpretations of Islam have become the accepted definition 
of Islam in order to elaborate the role and the function of 
Islam in shaping real justice and ideal human 
civi1ization.
Islam was variously described by Sayyid Qutb in order to 
interpret the nature and the scope of Islam as revealed by 
Allah td His Prophet:
1. Islam is a universal proclamation of the freedom of man 
from servitude to other men, the establishment of the 
sovereignty of God and His Lordship throughout the 
world, the end of man's arrogance and selfishness, and
----- ÿ .r— — = tW^
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the implementation of the rule of the Divine Shari ah in 
human affairs(38).
2. Islam is a universal declaration of the freedom of man 
from servitude to other men, Thus it strives from the 
begir|ing to abolish all those systems and governments 
which are based on the rule of man over man and the 
servitude of one human being to another(39).
3. This religion is a general proclamation for the
liberation of 'man’ on 'earth' from bondage(40) to 
creatures(41) .
4. This religion is a universal declaration of human
liberation on earth from bondage to other men or to 
human desires(42).
5. This religion is not a declaration for the liberation of 
the Arab man, it is not a message restricted to the 
Arab. Its object is 'man' the 'human' genus, its 
scope is the 'world' ....... the whole world(43).
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6. A comprehensive revolution against the government of 
humans in its various shapes, forms, systems and 
conditions and total rebellion against all conditions in 
the world where government is controlled by humans(44).
7. * Uluhiyah* means sovereignty’, ascribing
sovereignty only to God meant that the authority 
would be taken away from the priests, the leaders of 
tribes, the wealthy and the rulers (45).
The definition of the Shari "^ ah:
The Shari ^ ah of Allah means everything that Allah has 
decreed to organize human life. This includes the principles 
of faith, the principles of the administration of justice, 
the principles of morality and human behaviour as well as 
the principle of knowledge. It also includes instruction 
concerning all social, economic, political, ethical, 
intellectual, as well as aesthetic aspects of 1 ife(46).
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The Definition of "Din";
To Sayyid Qutb "religion" or "din" means a way of life. 
It includes more than belief <‘^ aqidah) . ( In this sense 
communism is not a mere social system, it is an ideological 
ideal <47)') .
The scope of Islam is universal, O'nly in the Islamic way 
of life do all men become free from the servitude of some 
men to others and devote themselves to the worship of God 
alone,
Historical evidence proved that Islamic conquest was one 
of civilizing, refining, guiding and teaching(48).
To him, the Divine attributes, the universe, life, man 
are all», included in the Islamic concept, which is not only 
comprehensive and perfect but also realistic and 
constructive.
■Ii
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CONCLUSION.
1. He elaborated Islam in:
worldview on nature, on man, on 
society and on history,
b. the function or the force of Islam,
c. the mission of Islam,
and d. the Islamic manhaj (method and process)
i
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Indeed, Sayyid Qutb is a reformer and a spokesman of a 
very active Muslim movement in this century. He wi~ote on 
Islam as a "dJn" - a complete way of life, that includes #
social order which derives from it to administer all human 
activities.
a. the nature and the scope of Islam, Islamic .7■f
i n
a. THE NATURE and THE SCOPE OF ISLAM:
Islam as divine religion is universal in scope and 
comprehensive (shimii and kâmil) . Islam is an all-embracing 
concej^t, . which regulates every aspect of life.
The Shari ^ ah of Islam means everything that Allah has 
decreed to organize human life.
b. THE FUNCTION or THE FORCE OF ISLAM:
For Sayyid Qutb, Islam is a comprehensive revolution to 
liberate mankind from man-made systems, to establish the 
kingdom of God on earth. And the concept of tauhid is a 
principle to human liberation. In this sense, Islam 
consid^s the first step toward the realization of this 
scheme as the liberation and purification of the soul.
Islam struggles to release people from any pressure and 
oppression to give them complete freedom of choice, either 
to accept Islam or not.
—
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c. THE Mission OF ISLAM: 'I
- '%
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The mission of Islam is to call <.da*^ wah'> people to “ÿ0
Islam, to lead Mankind towards truth, to call humanity to 
the path of goodness and illuminate the entire world with r"
Ïthe light of Islam.
d. ISLAMIC MAMHAJ;
For Sayyid Qutb, the Islamic manhaj is the authentic 
guideline from the Prophet Muhammad to every Muslim in order 
to establish the kingdom of Allah on earth. The
experiences and the practices of the first Islamic 
generation in Makkah, then the establishment of the first 
Islamic State in Madinah under the guidance of the Prophet, 
are the only way to reach God, all other ways do not lead to 
Him.
This Islamic manhaj can be realized only through these 
stages:
1. the formation of vandguards i tali^aîù they 
become a nucleus, the agents, the life, the
v n ' . A . - "  v^?“
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organization, the action as well as the 
evidence of Islam itself.
2. the formation of Islamic family,
3. the formation of Islamic movement (.haralrah")
or Jaim^ah,
4. realisation of ‘^ uslah or hiJrah,
5. the formation of Islamic society.
3. It is important to note that Sayyid Qutb, like most 
Muslim reformers from the early nineteenth century on, did 
not reject modernization and technology. He believed that it 
was possible to pick and choose those aspects of Western 
Civiliz^^n that conform to Islamic doctrine and morality
I
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In this final stage, Islam comes into reality as a new ï
vision for a new life, for humanity and real civilization. \i
A
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2. He was the first contemporary Muslim thinker who made a 
clear distinction between two kinds of society: Islamic
society and Jahili society.
4. Sayyid Qutb pointed out some of the practical 
differences between Islam and man-made systems.
5. He sees the crisis in the Muslim world as one that
c.
the Muslim virtuous society would arise
In conclusion, Syyid Qutb, was a leading Muslim thinker 
of his day, His works, ideas and his systematic approaches 
continue to be a fertile source of inspiration for Islamic 
revivalists in all corners of the world at least in our day.
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and neatly excise the rest. On the other hand, he called to |
reject the Vest, the concept of Westernization and 
apologeticism.
cannot be overcome except by the acceptance of the Shari ah
 ^c.as the regulative principle. Once the Shari ah was restored, ■!
I
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SELECTIVE GLOSSARY
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Caliph. The Western form of an Arabic term Ithalifah, which £
means successor. In Islamic history, the caliphs 
were the successors of the Prophet as leaders 
of the Muslim community.
Imam, A term with numerous connotations, all revolving
about the idea of leadership. As a title, it may 4
refer to the individual who leads the communal 
prayers in a mosque, a renowned religious teacher 
or scholar. The terra imam is used instead of 
caliph.
Shahid, "witness’* . A martyr for the faith, who dies 
defending Islam or extending its way.
ij
Salaf or al-Salaf al-SElih. First three generations of
Islam.  ^ ']i
Sufism. This dimension of Islam stresses the immanence of
!God. It manifests itself as the Islamic form
of mysticism. 1
■Mi
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ShayJrh, This term can apply to a tribal leader, a religious 
teacher or a ruler.
Taqlid, Reliance on tradition.
'^Ulamâ! Collective term for the learned men in the Islamic 
tradition.
1
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INTRODUCTION:
1
'-4:aJ
...j :
1. There are innumerable publications; books, magazines, |
..Ïperiodicals and newspapers regarding these titles, for \
example, Islamic HesurgBnce in the Arab World, edited by Ali
E. Dessouki, Islam in devolution, The Anatomy of Islamic
Eevival: Legitimacy Crisis, Ethnic Conflict, and The Search
for Islamic Alternatives and The Anatomy of Islamic Revival, ';p:
'1by H.R. Dekmej ian in The Middle East Journal, Oil Wealth and W
Islamic desurgence by Daniel Pipes in Islamic desurgence,
The desurgence of Islam: The Spirit of the New Century, in
Islam: Continuity and Change in the Modern World by John
Gbert Voll, The deturn of Islam by Bernard Lewis, etc. 2. |
for further discussion of the definition of these concepts 
and their history, see Fazlur Rahman, "devival and deform in 
Islam," The Cambridge History of Islam, ed. P.M. Holt, Ann 
K.S. Lambton, ad Bernard Lewis, 2 vols, (Cambridge;
Cambridge University Press, 1970), vol. 2, pp. 632-642, G.H. *«;
Jansen, Militant Islam; The Historic Whirlwind, New York 
Times f^kgasine, Abu al-^fla Maududi, A Short History of the 
devivalist Movement in Islam, trans. al-Ansari (Lahore : "‘,$j
Islamic Publications, 1976), Hamid Enayat, "The Resurgence 
of Islam, 1: The Background, * History Today, Maxime
Rodinson, Islam Resurgent ? Gazelle deview of Literature on 
the Middle East, and A. Me rad, " Islah" , Encyclopaedia of 
Islam (new edition), vol. 4, pp. 141-163.
id'
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■-:-; ;|2. Vatt, V. Montgomery, Islamic Political Thought, (Sixth .’%
series of Islamic Surveys), Edinburgh, Edinburgh University 
Press, 1968, see Introduction of the book.
3. Heyworth-Dunne, J, Religion and Pol itical . Trends In ||IModern Egypt, Washington, 1950, p. 15 j1
4. The Holy Prophet said: "God will send to this ummah at 
the head of each century those who will renew its faith for 
ft"
5. Taj did and Islah are deeply rooted in the basic soil of
tAiOrdsIslam. The -verbs: aslaha, islah, sulh, salih, muslih (in• «  » * # " • • •
various forms singular, plural etc) are very common in the 
vocabulary of the Qur’an. The current Islamic revival is not 
simply a reaction to the West, it was only one of many 
reactions emanating from the ummah in response to the 
challenge of European civilization. Rather, it was part of 
an ongoing process of renewal (tajdid) and reform (islah) 
which reflects a continuing tradition in Islamic history, 
see Jol^ O. Voll, Renewal and Reform in Islamic History in
Voices of Resurgent Islam, edited by John L. Esposito (New i
York: Oxford University Press, 1983), M. A. Zaki Badawi,
Three Reformers of Egypt (London; Groom Helm, 1978) also see 
Tareq Y. Ismael, Jacqueline S. Ismael, Government and 
Politics in Islam (London: Frances Pinter, 1985), pp. 25-55, J
Nadwl, Abu al-Hasan *Ali, Rijal al-Fikr wa al-Da^wah fi al-
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Islam, Kuwait, Dar al-Qalam, fifth printing, 1977, pp. 13- 
32, and Islah, in The Encyclopedia of Islam, New Edition, 
Vol. IV, p. 141-163.
6. The following are a list of the famous personalities in
the historical continuity of Tajdid and Islah in Islam from
the age of al~Salaf al-Salih (the pious forefathers) to the 
emo d m  time;
The first (Islamic) century
The second century 
The third century 
The fourth century 
The fifth century 
The sixth cntury 
The seventh century 
The eighth century 
The ninth century
The tenth century
The eleventh century
The twelfth century 
The thirteenth century 
The fourteenth century
The Caliph ‘^ Umar ibn *^ Abd al 
•^Aziz.
al-Hasan al-Basri. 
al-Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal. 
Abu al-Hasan al-’ Ash"^  ari . 
al-Imam al-Ghazali.
^Abd al-Qadir al-Jailani. 
Jalal al-Din al-Rumi. 
al-Imam Ibn Tairaiyah. 
al-Imam Ibn al-Qayyim al- 
Jauziyah.
al-Imam Ibn al-Hajar al- 
‘^Asqal'ani ,
al-Imam Jalal al-Din al- 
Suyut1.
al-Imam al-Shawkani.
Muhammad ibn *^ Abd al-Wahhab, 
al-Imam Muhammad *Abduh.
■1
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The fifteenth century : ?
See Nadwi, Abu al-Hasan ^Ali, op. clt and The Encyclopedia 
of Islam, op. cit.
7. Every mujaddid is a mujtahid (A person who uses ijtihad w 
is called a mujtahid'). Ijtihad is a process of independent 
legal Judgement, effort or ability to deduce rules from the 
sources, or a process of analysis of certain current issues 
not mentioned directly in the Qur’an or in the Sunna, to 
arrive at the true teaching of Islam.
Ijtihad is not simply an intellectual exercise, it is w
the legitimizing basis for opposition to the existing 
condition accepted as Islamic by the majority or certain 
groups in Muslim society. %
8. Taqi al-Din Ahmad ibn *^ Abd al-Halim ibn Taimiyah, known 
as Ibn Taimiyah, a great Hanbali scholar was born on tenth 
of Rabi al-Awwal 661 A.H/1262 A.D in Harran, southern part ë
of Iraq and Syria and died in prison in 728 A.H/1327 A, D. ÏAÎ
S'■;He was one of the most outspoken advocates of a return 
to the original creed and practices of early Islam, arguing 
that the Qur’an, the Sunna and the behaviour of the salat %
(first three generation of Islam) define the basis of 
Islamic life.
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Ibn Taimiyah's contribution to Islamic political theory
was seminal, for it became the Ideological foundation of the 
SalafÏyah movement and contemporary Islamic activist 
movement.
%1
9. The Wahhabi Movement was founded by Muhammad Ibn "^Abdul 
Wahhab (1703-1792) in the Arabian Peninsula, the Shawkani 
movement by al-Imam Muhammad a1-Shawkani (1172-1250 
A.H/1758-1834 A.D) in Yemen, the Sanusi movement by 
“^Abdallah ibn Idris al-Sanusi (d. 1931) in Libya, the Mahdi 
movement in the Sudan, the Muslim Brotherhood movement by 
al-Imam Hasan al-Banna in Egypt, the Norsiyah movement by 
Sa*^ad al-Din Badi'^u al-Za.raan al-Nursi in Turkey, the 
Jama^at-i Isl'ami by Abu al a *^la al-Maududi (1903-1979) in ' d
-SIndia, Parti Islam Se Malaysia (Islamic Party of Malaysia)
jby Dr. Burhanuddin in Malaysia, Angkatan Belia Islam Malaysia (Muslim Youth Movement of Malaysia) led by Anwar 
Ibrahim in Malaysia, Serikat Islam by*Umar Tj okrominoto and 
Muhammadiyah by Kiyai Haj i Dahlan in Indonesia. While there 
is a number of thinkers and reformers like: Shah Wall Allah
al-Dihlawi (1703-1762), Maul"ana Shibli No'^mani, Maul’ana 'Abul 
Kalam Azad (1888-1958) , Dr. Muhammad Iqbal (1877-1938) in (J
sub-continental India, '^ Abd 41-Hamid ben Bad is (d. 1940), the
Grand Mufti of Palestine Syed Mohammad Amin al-Husaini, ^Abd 
al-Rahman al-Kawakibi (1854-1902), Muhibb al-Din al-Khatib,
Mustafa al-Siba^i (d. 1965), Hasan Isma^il al-Hudaybi, -v
Sayyid Qutb in the Middle East, *^ Abd al-Rauf al-Sinkili, Dr.
'
a
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Mohammad Nâtslr, Shaykh Muhammad. Tahir ibn Jalal al-Din 
(1867-1957), in Southeast Asia and others.
10. Al-Afghani called Muslims to a new i j t i had, to re­
interpret the history of Islam, to reject materialism and 
imperialism, and, advocated that the Muslim world be united 
in foreign policy and defence. He extended his views into 
international politics and was perhaps the first oriental in 
modern times to reject the idea of European supremacy, see
Zaki Badawi, M. A, op. clt, pp. 19-34, also Ismael, Tareq Y,
op. cit, pp. 25-55.
11. The Encyclopedia of Religion, Vol. 7, p. 410
12. Sa'adabad Pact. Treaty of non-aggresion between Turkey, 
Iran, Iraq and Afghanistan, signed at the S. Palace in 
Teheran on 8 July, 1937. The Sa'adabad Pact did not play an
important role, its council never even met after the 
outbreak of World War II. See Political Dictionary^ of the 
Middle l^ ast in the Twentieth Century, edited by Yaacov 
Shimoni and Evyatar Levine, Jerusalem, Weidenfeld and 
Kicolson, 1972, p. 333.
13. After the Second World War, a number of Islamic states 
or Islamic republics appeared. They are :
The Islamic Republic of Mauritania, The Islamic Republic of 
Somalia, The Islamic Republic of Pakistan and recently The 
Islamic Republic of Iran.
14. More discussion on the Islamic groups in Part One on The 
Muslim Brotherhood and Other Islamic Groups, p.
15. For example see Tareq Y . Ismael: Govemment and
Politics In Islam, p. 110, Hamid Enayat: Modern Islamic
Political Thought, p. 150 and Dekmej ian: Islam in
Pevolution,
16. The Encyclopedia of Islam, Vol. IV, p. 125.
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1. al-^Azam, Yusuf, aJ-Shahid Sayyid Qutb, Beirut, Dar al- 
Qalam, 1980, pp. 20, some claim that he was horn in 1903.
2. Sami Jauhar, al~Mauta Yatakallamun, Cairo, al-Maktabah 
al-Misri al-Hadith, 1977, p.
3. Hamid Enayat, Modern Islamic Political Thought, Loncion, 
1982, p. 150
4. For further information see Hamid Enayat, Modern Islamic 
Political Thought on Fundamentalism, Nationalism, Democracy 
and Socialism, see also Piscatori, James P, Islam in the 
Political Process, on The Religion and Authority In Egypt.
5. Tareq, Y . Ismael and Jacqueline S. Ismael, Government and 
Politics In Islam, London, Frances Pinter (Publisher), 1985,
p. 110.
6. Piscatori, James, op. cit, p. 23
I
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7. Fi Zil'hl al~Qur* an consists of eight volumes in Arabic.
It first appeared in English translation (volume 30th only) in 
1979 M¥H London Publishers, reprinted in 1981. [%
8. Prof Muhammad Qutb, in his introduction to In The Shade -f 
of The Qur'an, Vol 30, English translation, London, MVH London 
Publishers, 1981.
%
'ti
9. al-'Asam, Yusuf, op. cit, p. 23. Note; The president of
the Vatan*i Party at the time was Mustafa Kamil.
10. Told by Prof Abu al-Hasan *^ Ali Nadwl to Yusuf al- ‘^Azam.
Prof Abu al-Hasan was a close friend of Sayyid Qutb.
11. Prof Muhammad Qutb is now a professor in Islamic Studies 
in the University of Ummu al-Qura, Makkah, Saudi Arabia. He is i# 
well known as a great writer on Islam, some of his books 
having been translated into English and other languages.
12. al-^Azam, Yusuf, op. cit, p. 24
%
13. Ibid, p. 23
14. Qutb, Sayyid, al-Taswir al-Fanni fi al-Qur'an, Beirut,
Dâr al-Shuruq, sixth edition, 1980, see introduction.
15. al-'A.zam, Yusuf, op-cit, p. 25
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16. Ibid, p. 20
17. Ibid, p. 23
18. Ibid, p. 31
19. Ibid,
20. Ibid, p. 32
21. Ibid,
22. Ibid, p. 34
23. Ibid,
24. Ibid, p. 155
25. Ibid,
26. Ibid, p. 35
27. a1-Sayyid Marsat, ^Afaf Lutfi, A Short History of Modern 
Egypt, Cambridge University Press, First Published 1985, p. 
109
.'î|
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28. Tareq Y. Ismael, op. cit, 76
29. al-Azam, Yüsuf, op. cit, p, 39
30. Ibid, p. 125
31. Ibid, p. 75
32. Ibid, p. 125
33. Ibid, p. 157
34. Ibid, p. 161
35. Ibid, p. 163
36. Ibid, p. 229
37. Ibid, p. 171
38. Ib:;.d, p. 177
39. Piscatori, James P, op. cit, p. 23
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’ ' y'-45. The Salafiyyah Movement is a religious movement 
T,; ..dedicated to the puritanical reform of Muslim society
i'-f: philosophical 1 y formed on the work of Ibn Taimiyah (661-728
A H  / 1262-1327 A.D). In the seventeenth, eighteenth and
' nineteenth centuries, a number of Salaf iyyah cults
crystallized into significant political forces. The
la/
Movement of Yemen, the Sanusi Movement in Libya and the 
Mahdi Movement in the Sudan.
-  in _Wahhabi Movement in the Arab/Peninsula, the Shawkani
46, Husaini, op. cit, p. 15.
47, See Ridwan Muhammad Ridwân, al-Ma 'thurat 21 al-Imam al- 
Shahid Hasan al-Banna back cover of the book and Anour
‘'Abdul Malik, Contemporary Arab Pol itioal Thought, Zed Books 
Ltd, London 1983, p. 45 and see also Charles Wendell, Five 
Tracts of Hasan al-Banna (1906-1949), translated from the 
Arabic and annotated by Charles Wendell, University of 
California Press, 1975, p. 1
48, He had digested al-Kutub al~Sittah (The Six Books), the 
Muwatta* of Malik, the Musnad of Shafi^i, among others. He 
edited a part of the musnads of the four Imams and the 
Musnad of Ahmad ibn Hanbal, called al-Fath al-Pabbani fl 
Tartib Musnad al-Imam Ahmad al-Shai bkni, and wrote a 
commentary on it called Bulugh al-Amani min Asrar al-Fath
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40. This section is based on the fallowing sources:
Ishak Musa Husaini, The Moslem Brethren, Lebanon, Khayat's 
College Book Cooperative, 1956,
Hasan al-Banna, Majmu^at al~Fasail 11 al~Imâm al-Shahld 
Hasan al~Banna, n.d, n. p.
Richard P. Mitchell, The Society of the Muslim Brothers, 
London, University Press, 1969.
J. Heyworth-Dunne, Religious and Political Trends in Egypt, 
Washington, D.C. 1950.
41. Husaini, op. cit, p. 10. According to J. Heyworth-Dunne, 
it was founded in 11th April, 1929/lst Dhul Qi^ dah 1347, op. 
cit, p. 15.
42. Husaini, op, cit. p. 86
43. R. Hrair Dekmejian, Islam in Revolution, Syracuse 
University Press, New York, 1985, p. 81
44. See his article "The Return of Islajif' in Religion and 
Politics in the Middle East, edited by Michael Curtis, p.
14.
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al-JRabbani, see Husaini, op. cit, p. 26 and see also J . 
Heyworth-Dunne, op. cit. p. 16
49. When he was a student, he had become a member of a sufi 
order and took vows from the shaikh of the Hasafiyah Sufi 
order in Ramadan 1341/1922 and was admitted to its 
ceremonies and functions, see Husaini, op. cit. p. 28
50. In secondary school, he was elected president of the Jam 
^iyah al~Ikhwan al-Adabiyah, a literary society with other 
students he formed the Jam^Iyah Man^ al-Muharramat (society 
for the Prevention of Sin), then he founded a reform society 
Jam^lyyab al-Hasafiyah al~Khairiyah (The Benevolent 
Hasafiyah Society and became its secretary, and parti­
cipated as a member of the Jam*^  i yah Makarim al-Akhlaq al- . 
Islamiyah (the Society of Islamic Ethics) and with a group 
of friends formed Jam^iyyah Shubban al-Musl imin (the Young 
Men’s Muslim Association/Y.M.M,A.), one of the active Muslim 
organizations in modern Egypt before the foundation of Jam 
'fyah al~Ikhwan al-Musi imin (the Society of the Muslim 
Brotherhood) see Husaini, op. cit, p. 4, J. Heyworth-Dunne, 
op. cit, pp. 11-15
51. Mitchell, R.P, op. cit. p. 1 and Husaini, op. cit. p. 10
52. Supported by six of his followers and loyal students, 
see Husaini, op. cit. p. 10 if
’3
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53. Husaini, op. cit. p. 12
tenth anniversary of the movement.
55. Husaini, op. cit, p. 16.
57. R.H. Dekmejian, op. cit, p. 80
60. Bann^, Toward the Light, in Majmu'^ah al~Rasai 1, op, cit, 
p. 190
61. Quoted by Husaini from Qanun al-Nizam aJ-Asasi li Bayat 
al~Ikbwan al-Muslimin (Basic Regulation for the Organization 
of the Muslim Brotherhood) as amended by the General
1
' I
J 54. The Fifth General Conference of the Ikhwan and also the 1'-'
56. This fact was stated by many authors, among them;
Husaini, op. cit, p. 22, R. H, Dekmej ian, Islam in
Revolution, p. 82, Tareq Y. Ismael & Jacqueline S. Ismael, ^
Government and Politics in Islam, p. 73 and others,
58. Banna, op. cit, p. 269 ;|
. -5l
59. Banna, Between Yesterday and Today, in Majmu^ah al- 
Rasai 1, op. cit, p. 250
1
y
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Assembly in session 8th September, 1945, p. 4, see Husaini, 
op,cit, p, 18 and 158
62. The Fifth Conference of the Ikhwan had produced a set of 
ideas which though general in form, was the foundation of 
the ideology of Ikhwan. These ideas were the definition of 
Islam of the Muslim Brotherhood:
1. Islam as a total system, complete unto itself an*i 
the final arbiter of life in all its aspects.
2. An Islam formulated from and based on its two 
primary sources, the revelation in the Qur^an 
and the wisdom of the Prophet in the Sunna, and
3. An Islam applicable to all time and to all place?
63. R. Said, Hasan al~Banna (in Arabic), Cairo, 1977, p. '^,0 
see also Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Ay^ 
1798-1939, Cambridge Press, London, 1983, pp. 7-8.
Before ,^ nd after the 1920s, in which al-Banna started hiu 
movement, Islamic Political Thought was divided among th/^e 
schools of thought:
a. The traditionalists, or conservative elements cl 
al-Ashar, who theoretically refused any compromise with 
modernization and secularization, but who pragmatically
It:■ q:s
fi
A
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dealt and compromised with the Egyptian crown and the 
British authorities.
b. The modernizers or the students of Muhammad 54bduh, 
who tried to modify the tenets of Islam to fit the 
requirements of western "modernizing " norms and their 
logical end, the secularization of Islamic society, and
c. The conservative reformers (the students of Rashid 
Rida), who agreed with the second school on the necessity 
of purifying Islam from innovation (bld'^ah) which made 
Muslims depart from the true Islam, on opposition to 
taqlid and on following the path of ijtihad. However, all 
these schools of thought were influenced by al- 
Afghani's revolutionary thought, *^Abduh was a pupil and close 
friend of al-Afghani, and Rashid Rida was a pupil and a 
disciple of 3^bduh.
64. Said, op. cit, p. 31
65. Bann^, What Is Our Message, in Majmu'^ah al-Rasail.
66. Ibid, pp. 273-275
67. Ibid, p. 276
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68. For example, the "al-Ikhwan al~Muslimiun" one of the '4 
Ikhwan*s publications, made its appearance on 20th Hay 1954 
edited by Sayyid Qutb, see Husaini, op. cit. p. 24
69. Husaini, op. cit. p. 23
70. Conciliatory gestures adopted by the regime such as 
releasing all the Brotherhood who had been in imprisonment 
under the old regime and opening an official inquiry to 
search for the murderers of Hasan al-Banna.
71. Tareq Y. Ismael & J.S. Ismael, op. cit, p. 76 ,
72. Mitchell, R.P, op. cit, pp. 151-162 see also Husaini, 
op. cit, p. 136
73. Husaini, op. cit, p. 136
74. Some political observers said this is among Sadat's 
strategies to use the Brotherhood as a curb upon the 
arabition^^of the Nasserists and leftists groups or Marxist 
activities in Egypt, see T.Y. Ismael & J.S, Ismael, op. cit, 
p. 106 and see also R. Hrair Dekmaj ian, op, cit, p. 93 -,
75. The result was also unsatisfactory for other 
traditionalists. Among the demands of the Brotherhood are :
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a. Islam to be declared the official state religion,
b. Shari ‘^ah to be recognized as the primary source of
legislation,
c. Shari '^ ah to be made the sole source of personal 
status laws, and any laws which contradicted 
Shari*^ah to be declared void.
see J . R. O' Kane " Islam In The New Egyptian Constitution" , 
the Middle East Journal, 26 (Spring 1972), p. 147
76. The growth of Islamic movements in Egypt is basically a 
indigenous product, the fact is made clear by the foundation 
of the al-Ikhwan and other schools of Islamic reformation in 
modern Islamic history,
77. See issues of al-Da^wah for August, 1976, January,
April, September and December, 1977 and also January, 1978.
78. Islamic Law (the Shari^ah.) was declared to be one of the 
sources of the legislation in the 1971 Egyptian 
Constitution. Eight years later, the constitution was 
amended so as to make the Shari‘^ah the main source of 
legislation, see
79. Lieutenant Khalid al-Islambull. and four others involved 
in Sadat's assassination, see H.R. Dekmejian, op. cit, p. 89
«
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80. Ibid, p. 107
61. Ibid, p. 108
82. Ibid,
83. Some political observers argued that these phenomena 
emerged from the frustration of the people with their 
political leaders after the Arab defeat in the Arab-Israel 
War in June, 1967. They argued that the failure was 
attributable to the godless moral decay, secular features 
and the deviation from the path of Islam of the Arab states 
and only when these states and their peoples returned to the 
laws and tenets of Islam would sucsess be achieved.
84. 85, 86, 87, 88, 89 & 90 see H. R. Dekmejian, op. cit.
pp.. 179-193.
91. Sa^ad al-Dln Ibrahim, Anatomy of E g y p t M i l i t a n t  
Islamic Gi-oups, International Journal of Middle East 
Studies,, Vol. 12 (1980), p. 427
92. Ibid, p. 425
93. see H. R. Dekmjian, op. cit, p. 96 Ismael, Tareq Y, op.
W  - " h i n  _ _cit, p. 118 and see also Saad Eddhn- Ibr'ahim, op. cit, p. 424
135
94. Sa ad al-Dln 1*4 ahlm, op. cit, p. 435 and see also H. R. 
Dekmejian, op. cit, 91-92
95. Sa ad al-Din IlMïihim, op. cit, p. 427
96. Ibid, p. 430 ainl see also H. R. Dekmejian, op. cit, pp. 
90-94
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PART TVO: THE CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES.
. This section is based on the following sources;
Sayyid Qutb, Ma^àlim fl al Tai-'Iq, Beirut, Dâr al-Shuruq, 
Tenth edition, 1983.
Sayyid Qutb, al~ Islam rva Mvshkllat al- Hadarah^ Beirut, 
Dar al-8huruq , Seventh edition, 1982.
Sayyid Qutb, al-Salam al- ‘^Alami Fva al-Isl'am, Beirut,
Dar al-Shuruq, seventh edition, 1978 .
Sayyid Qutb, Nahwa Mujtama^ Islamic Beirut, Dir al- 
Shuruq, Third edition, 1978.
1. There is no differences in ultimate aim between 
Communism and Socialism except in means, that is the 
Socialists believe in democracy while the Communists believe 
it is impossible, see Mushkilat, p. 106
2. MusBkl lat, p. 104
3. M a p. 60,
4. Ibid, p. 99,
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5. Ibid,
6. Ibid,
7. Ibid, p. 100,
8. Ibid, p. 101,
9. Ibid, p. 101, 116 see also Mushkllatf p, 192
10. Ibid, p. 101-102,
15. Ibid,p. 116, see also Nujtawa , pp. 136-137, 152. In 
this book he argued that Islamic Society or an Islamic State 
is not a theocratic society or theocratic government,
16. Mujtama*^, p. 6.3. But Islam never forces people to
u\convert to Islam, bec^se religion depends upon faith and 
will, and these would be meaningless if induced by force.
The Qur^an said: There is no oowpulsi on in religion^ al-
Baqarah: 256
I
11 & 12, Ma^^alim, pp. 95, 96, 97, see also Mushki lat, p.
193-194
13 & 14, Ma^alim, pp. 10, 95, 98, 116, 117, 120, 121, 124
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II
17. Mushkilat, p. 187
18. Ma^alim, pp. 96, 97
19. Ihid,
It
20. Ibid, pp. 47, 68, 91, 128, 129,
21. Ibid,
22. Ibid, p. 40 . In other places Sayyid Qutb wrote: The |
Muslim community does not denote the name of a land in which
Islam resides, nor is it a people whose forefathers lived 
under the Islamic system at some earlier time, Ma^âlim, p.
8.
23. Ibid, pp. 100-103
24. Ibid, pp. 92-93,
25. Ibi^, p. 5,
26. Ibid,
27. Ibid, pp. 11, 12,
28. Ibid,
..... . r,
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29. Ma^âlim, p. 57.
30. It is important to mention here that Sayyid Qutb used 
interchangeable terms harakah (movement) and ^aqidah (belief 
or creed). He states that the man who received ^aqldah 
received harakah simultaneously. This is because of
the nature c)#»Islamic belief itself, this belief immediately 
brought into action - this action called 'amai^ or 'jihad*, 
can appear in many ways, and the culmination of jihad is 
shahadah (martyrdom). See Ma^alim, pp. 43, 64, 74, 76,
31. Ibid, p. 128,
32. Ibid, pp. 129-130,
33. Ibid, p. 97,
34. Ibid,
35. Ibid^ p. 58, see also Mujtama^, pp. 95, 130
36. Ibid, pp. 29, 120, 160. 'Nationality' means belief and a
way of life, and only this relationship is worthy of man's
dignity, see Ma^alim, p. 159.
37 a 33. T&jd, p. 130,
i
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39, Ibid, p. 120, see also Mujtama"^, p. 131
40, Ibid, p. 10.
41. His brother Prof. Muhammad Qutb wrote a book entitled:
-  e  -  6:Jahi1iyah al qarn al ishrin (Jahiliyah of the Twentieth
Century), Beirut, Dâr al-Shuruq.
42. Ibid, pp. 10, 21. He gave little explanation of this
argument: The first Islamic generation drank solely from one 
spring - al-Qur’an and al- Sunnah / al-Rasul - and then 
attained a unique distinction in history. But in later times 
several other sources mingled with it. Among these sources 
are: Greek philosophy and logic, ancient Persian legends and
their ideas, Jewish scriptures and tradition, Christian 
theology and in addition to these, fragments of other 
religious and civilizations. There mingled with them 
commentaries on the Holy Qur an, scholastic theology, 
jurisprudence and its principles. In short, the later 
generation obtained their training from mixed sources, see
pp. 17-18.
43. Ibid, pp. 10, 11, 98-102.
44. Ibid, p. 21.
45., Ibid, pp. 163- 166, 167.
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46. Ibid, p. 164.
47. Ibid, pp. 116-119
48. Ibid, pp. 163-165
7i:
49. Ibid, p. 71. It is not the intention of Islam to force 4
its beliefs on people, but Islam fights the system and 
government which are based on the rule of man over man and 
pressures people politically and religiously, and when the 
pressure is lifted, Islam gives them complete freedom to ' |j
accept or not to accept its beliefs, see p. 71.
50. Sayyid Qutb was honoured to give a foreword to this 
book. He stated in several places the word 'Ignorance* in  ^
this foreword repeating and quoting what was said by the 
author in this book.
51, see Islam and the World on Translator’s Note.
52 and ^3. There are other terms used by Sayyid Qutb which 
were also used by other modern Muslims writers like Hasan 
al-Banna, Muhammad Iqbal, Muhammad ‘^Abduh, al-Maududi and 
his brother Muhammad Qutb. From al-Maududi for instance: al- T
Hâkimiyah ( ) , al- Hâkimiyah al-^Ulya
( ) and al-Hakim al- 'Éla. ( >.
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54. According to Prof Roger Garaudy, world history until 
now has been dominated by two worldly civilizations. One is 
the Islamic Civilization which passed a few centuries ago 
and the present civilization - Western Civilization, see his 
book; The Promises of Islam,
55. Among the leading Muslim thinkers in this century are:
al-Shaikh Muhammad "^Abduh, al-Ustadh Rashid Rida, al- Imam
Hasan al-Bann'a, Dr. Muhammad Iqbal, Abu al A = la al-Maududi, 'i
_ 'Muhammad Qutb, Muhammad al-Ghazali, Dr. Yusuf al-Qaradawi,
Dr. Muhammad Nasir etc.
56. Ma'^âlim, p. 5
57. Western Civilization introduced a very large number of 
systems, ideologies and movements for mankind in the social, 
political and economic spheres. In political life, for 
instance, Capitalism, Imperialism, Socialism, Communism, 
Nationalism, Nazism etc. In social life, for instance, 
Pragmatism, Liberalism, etc. In economical life, for 
instance, Capitalism, etc,
58. Khasais al-Tasawwur al-Islami wa rauqawwiraatuhu, p.
59. Hearnshaw, F. J. C, Medieval Contribution To Modern 
Civilization, London, 1921, p. 13
143 I1I
60. Halide, Edibe, The Conflict of East And West In Turkey, |
pp. 226-227 quoted by Abu al Hasan. All Husni al-Nadwi in,
Islam And The World, Kuwait, International Federation A
ofStudent Organizations, 1961, p. 114
I
61. He quoted this opinion from Paul Valray, see an article 
by Ahmad Baha’ al-Din in al-*^Arabl, The Ministry of 
Information, Kuwait, May, 1986.
62. al-Nadwi, Islam And The World, p. 114
63. Ibid, p. 118
64. The Darwinian theory of evolution on the origin of man 
in The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin, published in 
1859.
Marxism; for Marx, the evolution of human society is 
determined basically by economic factors outside or largely 
outside men’s conscious control.
65. Muhammad Asad, Islam at the Crossroad, Lahore, 1955, pp. 
55-56 quoted by al-Nadwi in Islam And The World, p. 131.
66. Ma^alim, p. 8, 9
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67. Ibid, p. 10. The humiliation of mankind by Western 
Civilization appeared in various ways: Firstly by the 
animalistic theory of the origin of man, by Charles Darwin.
Secondly by the sexual incentives theory by Freud and 
Thirdly by the theories on economic forces by Karl Marx 
through his Historical Materialism Theory often known as the 
theory of the materialist conception of man. All of them 
appeared in the nineteenth century, see Mushki la.t, pp. 76-77
68. Ibid, pp. 119, 121, 124, 175
69. According to Arnold Toynbee: Between 1563-1763 Western 
Civilization made a greater mental and spiritual revolution 
than any that had ever been made by society at any previous ■jdate since it had arisen among the local debris of the Roman 
Empire. Western thinkers now refuse to take their heritage ‘j
from their predecessors on trust. See his book: Mankind and |
Mother Earth, USA, Oxford University Press, 1976, p. 356
70. For example, the scandal of Christine Keeler and the 
British^Minister Profumo was not considered serious by 
British society because of its sexual aspect. It was 
condamnable because Christine Keeler was also involved with 
a naval attache of the Russian Embassy, and thus her 
association with a cabinet minister was a danger to state 
security, see Ma^alim, p. 124 .
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Inkeles, Harvard University, New Jersey, 1964, pp. 47-56, 
sec. < /^so 734e S!<ückt^e.(( ,^n<^yclol^<\eictù\ oj^  PôL^c-aJ  ^c.^TW’
hoM id HJ-KeTf ! 9 d l  > ^  ' 217— 27.( •
In thé Islamic perspective, the moral and value systems ' "
are absolute, fixed and well defined. Moral standards and
the value system are not determined by the environment and ■Jchanging conditions. Rather they are fixed criteria above 'r-i
and beyond the difference in environments. See Ma^alim, pp.
121- 122. 1
71. Human nature for the Western philosophers, for example:
Plata in The Republic assumed that men are born to be 
carpenters, soldiers or rulers. His assumption was shared by t
most Greek thinkers. Machiavelli\ Man are naturally evil and %
will do whatever seems good to them without reference to t
justice, equity or virtue, so long as they are not held in 
check. Hobbes', considers men as if new sprung out of the 
ground like mushrooms, unsocialized, and uneducated by 
social and political intercourse with one another. That 
means men lived without law, without authority and without 
any means of curbing one another's aggression. Rousseau'. [
Natural man, untouched by society, must be like the orang- #
» i;utan or the "missing link" of the travellers tales, 
speechless, solitary, devoid of any notion of time and 
devoid of self-consciousness, see What Is Sociology, An 
Introduction To The Discipline And Profession by Alex
..a
't
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76. The Encyclopedia Americana, International Edition,1977, 
Vol 7, pp. 5-6 .
77. Easton, Stewart C, The Western Heritage, USA, 1961, p. 
886
78. Ihid.
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On society: Islam looks on society from the viewpoint of
peace and harmony while Marxism looks on it from the point 
of view of Conflict Theory.
72. In Islamic perspective: The family system and the 
relationship between man and woman is fundamental, 
determining the happiness, dignity and harmony of human 
life. The legitimate relationship between man and women is 
only by marriage, and the basis of the family is the 
division of labour between husband and wife and the 
upbringing of children is the most important function of the 
family especially for wives. But woman's role in Western 
Industrial Civilization is merely to be attractive, sexy and 
flirtatious, she prefers to become a hostess or a stewardess 
in a hotel or ship or air company. In short she prefers to 
use her ability for material productivity rather than the 
training of human beings. See Ka^alim, p. 123
73. Wendell, Charles, Five Tracts of Hasan al-Banna, 
California, University of California Press, 1978, pp. 187- 
188
74. Ibid, p. 193
75. Ibid. p. 197
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79. Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol.4, pp. 657-660.
J80. Chamber* B Encyclopedia, London 1966, Vol 3, pp. 596-7 f”1
81. Hugo F. Reading, A Dictionary of the Social Sciences, "A 
Great Britain, 1977, p. 36
82. Ibid.
83. UNESCO History of Mankind, Cultural and Scientific 
Development, Published by International Commission For A 
History of the Scientific And Cultural Development ,of 
Makind, London, 1963, Vol 1, p. 359
84. John T. Zadrozny, Dictionary of Social Science,
Washington D.C. 1959, Public Affairs Press, p. 47
85. For Socialism has been treated as an exclusively 
European phenomenon, and Socialism is based on materialism, "I
According to Betrand Russell, Modern Europe and America have 
thus beeiii divided, politically and ideologically into three ' j
camps. There are Liberals who still as far as may be follow 
Locke or Bentham, There are Marxists, who control the 
government in Russia and are likely to become increasingly 
influential in various other countries. The third section of 
modern opinion is represented politically by Nazis and 
Fascists. It is anti-rational and anti-scientific, it
149
88. Ma'^alim, pp. 117, 118, 126
emphasizes will, especially will to power. This it believes 
to be mainly concg^tfated in certain races and individuals, 
who therefore havg a right to rule, see his book: History of
Western Philosoph'Y^ London, George Allen and Unwin Ltd, %
first published in 1946, pp. 817-818.
86. Hawaii ID .
87, Chapter VII: al—lslam huv/a al~Hadarah (Islam is the real 
civilization) in Ma^^alim, In this chapter he lines up the f-ÿj 
major principles and characteritics of Islamic Civilization.
89. Ibid, p. 119
90. Ibid, p. 131 see also Mushkilat, pp. 5, 7, 8
91. Ibid. pp. 119-120, 132
92. Ibid, pp. 59, 133%
93. His argument for this statement is: A person remains 
human regardless of what colour, race or nation he belongs 
to, but he cannot be called human if he is devoid of spirit 
and reason, see Ma’^alim, p. 120 and see also the 
characteristics of Islamic Society.
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PART THREE: SOME CRITICISM OP MODERN IDEOLOGIES: 
1, arakah, p. 55
J
2, Nahwa Mujtama^ t p. 23
3. He also said: There are two kinds of culture: Islajoic 
Culture based on the fundamantals of the Islamic worldview 
and the Jâhill Culture which manifests itself in a variety 
of systems, all of which can be explained by one principle, 
that of elevating thought [to the status] of a God not 
necessitating recourse to God’s guidance, see alim, p. 
173
4. The Party of God stands under the banner of God and 
bears His insignia and the Party of Satan which includes, 
every community, group, people, race and individual who do 
not stand under the banner of God, see Hâdha al-Dln, p. 85
5. Ma arakah, p. 36
6. Ibid, p. 61. And this uuunah [Muslim] is justly balanced 
C wasat'èil offering justice without extravagances on either 
side in all aspects of life, al-Salam, pp. 168-169 .
7. Ibid, p. 26, 30
y.\
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8. f&jd, p. 53
9. Ibid, p. 61
10. Nahwa Mujtama^, p. 42 see also Dirasat, p. 93 and al- 
Salaia, p. 10
11. Dirasat, pp. 99, 100, 103, 163-164, see also Ma^alim,
p. 6 and Ma^arakah, p, 59
12. Ma^alim, p. 159
13. Ibid,
14. Ibid, pp. 27-28
15. Ibid, pp. 158, 159
16 Ibid, p. 151
17. According to The Programme of the Communist Party of\
the Soviet Union as adopted by the Twenty Second Party 
Congress on 31 October, 1961, as Communism is a classless 
social system with one form of public ownership of the means 
of production and full social equality of all members of 
society, under it, the all-round development of people will 
be accompained by the growth of the productive forces
152
through, continuous progress in science and technology. All 
sources of public wealth will gush forth abundantly and the 
great principle "From each according to his ability, to each 
according to his needs” will be implemented. Communism is a 
highly organized society of free, socially conscious working 
people in which public self government will be established, 
society will become a prime vital requirement of everyone, a 
necessity recognized by all, and the ability of each person 
will be employed to the greatest benefit of the people. See 
A Dictionary of the Social Sciences, editors Julius Gould 
and William L.Kolb, compiled under the auspices of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization, Tavistock Publications, Great Britain , 1964,
pp. 113-114.
The term ’Communism' made its first appearance in 1841,
and was thereafter used to designate the more proletarian
and militant section of the Socialist movement. Marx and
Engels gave the name ’Communist’ to their famous manifesto
foof 1848, drawn up provide a programme for the Communist 
League, yhich had grown out of one of the secret societies.
See A Dictionary of the Social Sciences, editors Julius 
Gould, William L.Kolb, Great Britain, Tavistock 
Publications, 1964, pp. 113-114.
18. For example, Russia, a communist country armed Israel - 
a nation and a state founded on religion. Judaism also is #
.i 
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not a nationality but a religion. As we all know religion is
the opium of the people and an enemy to communism. In this 
case, Russia has no principle except its own interest, it 
tramples the principles it advocates, see Ma*^arakah, p. 3.3
19. This is the generalization from Marx from his 
observation on European history then the conclusion becomes *.t 
a conclusion for the whole of human history, see Ma'^alim, p. "'-j
60 i
20. Qutb, Sayyid, Nahwa Nujtama^ Jslami, Beirut, Dar al~
Shurliq, third edition, 1978, p. 23, see also al~Mustaqhal 
li-Hâdha al-DÏn, p. 58
21. Among the major principles of The French Revolution are 
to stress the fundamental equality of individuals. Its 
'^Manifesto of the Equals (1796)** stated: Since all have the
same needs and the same faculties let them henceforth have 
the same education and the same diet, see The Blackwell
Encyclopedia of Political Thought, edited by David Miller, 
first published 1987, p. 79.
22. Nahwa Mujtama^, pp. 22-23 and see also Ma'^alim, pp.
23. Ma^arakat, p, 21
24. al-Mustaqbal, pp. 58-59 and see also Mushki lat, p. 91. ■ ‘J
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MFor example, man as viewed by communism is Just a passi%  - -J
'#being whose will has no importance whatever in the face of
the material and economic forces. In Islam, man is an aitive
being with a will of his own that is subject to the higier 
will of God alone, see Qutb, Muhammad, Islam the 
Misunderstood Religion, Kuwait, Dâr al-Bayan Bookshop, *i. d. 
p. 340.
25. al-Mustaqbal, pp. 65-66
26. The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Political Thought, ecited 
by David Miller, first published 1987, United Kingdom, j.. 86
27. al-Mustaqbal, p. 68. According to The Blackwell
Encyclopedia of Political Thought'. ..... ..examples of ideal
communism in action are rare. Perhaps it has only been 
realized in religion communities, in some secular commui.es,
and among the few 'primitive' people remaining in the wcrld,
where sharing is a way of life. It has not been realized in 
communist countries, p. 88.
Communism as the essence of socialism does not yet exist 
in reality, see Socialist Standard, official journal of xhe 
Socialist Party of Great Britain and World Socialist Party 
(Ireland), March, 1986, Vol. 82, No: 978.
28. Mushki lat, p. 99 see also Nahwa Mujtama*^ , p, 19
J
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29. Mushkilât, p. 100
30. Ma^âllm, p. 175, Nahwa Muj tama^ , p. 19.
31. Mushkilât, p. 100
32. Oppression in its wide meaning, colonialism, murdering,
threatening, plundering etc, For instance, Sayyid Qutb
mentioned that The French Government put under arrest those
who taught Arabic language and Islam to the Algerian people
r'C in Algeria] during the Algeria was under French 
colonialism, see Dirasat, p. 169.
33. Nahwa Mujtama'^, p. 85
34. At last England turned to socialism and Russia to 
communism with major modifications in principle and method, 
see Nahwa Mujtama*^ , p. 85
35. Mushkilat, p. 95
36. The book is his first book on Islam. In t.ce 1940’s and 
1950's the Muslim younger generation in Egypt in particular 
and in Middle East in general was composed oi graduates from 
universities and other secular institutions competing with 
the new radical movements especially the leftist Vafdist and 
some Marxist groups.
I
.
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39. Ibid, p. 88
40. Ibid.
37. A book: Ishtiraklyat al-Islam (The Socialism of Islam),
by Dr. Mustafa Husni al-Siba*^i, a former Dean of the Faculty "I
Iof Islamic Jurisprudence and School of Law in the University «
of Damascus, Syria, a member of Syrian Parliament and the
leader of the Syrian Organization of the Muslim Brothers, 
first published in 1959. The aim of the book, as stated in 
its introduction is to emphasize that Islam is alien to 
Socialism because of several factors. Most probably before -%
publishing this book there are some claims that Islam and 
Socialism are united or the basic principles between them 
are very close. This type of similarities may raise some 
confusion among some Muslim scholars and make it difficult 
to distinguish between Islam and Socialism. Some of the 
terms which so frequently appear in the daily press of that 
time and among so-called intellectual circles are: The
Socialism of Islam (Ishtirkkiyat al-Islam') , Islamic 
Socialism (al-Ishtirakiyah al-Isla.miyah') and The Socialistic 
nature of Islam (al~Islam al-Ishtiraki) , see Nahwa Mujtama*^ , 
p. 87, Ma^alim, p. 169 and al-*^Adalah, p. 78
38. Nahwa Mujtama , p. 86
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41, Socialism, when it is established must be on a worldwide 
basis. In socialism there will be no social organ of 
coercion - in short - no state, no police, no armed forces, 
no courts, no prisons, no machinery to coerce people to do 
what they might not want to do. In fact, profits, sales, 
markets, money, wages, banks and all the other buying and 
selling activities - will completely disappear in socialism. 
So the main features of socialism are: World community, in
which all that is in and on the earth will have become the 
common heritage of all humanity (will belong to nobody), 
common ownership, democratic control and production for use. 
See Socialist Standard, March, 1986. ,
42. pp. 110-113.
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PART FOUR: THE ISLAMIC SOLUTION TO THE PROBLAMS OF
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES.
1. al-SalajTî, p. 24, Ma alim, p. 71.
2. al-Salam, p. 170
3. Ibid,
4. Khasais, pp. 47-50. Man cannot understand all the laws
of the universe and the reality of human nature.
He has been incapable of organizing this world for himself, 
because he did not possess a practical knowledge of his o w n , 
nature, Dr. Alexis Carrel, see aJ-Mustaqbal, p. 73.
5. Ma^alim, pp. 110-111
6. The word "Islam" itself is derived from the root slm 
which in Arabic means "to be at peace, to be an integral 
whole", and Islam means "to surrender to God's law and thus 
to be an integral whole". See The Encyclopedia of Religion, 
Mircea Elide (editors in chief). New York, MacMillan 
Publishing Company, 1987, vol, 7, p. 303. and see also The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition, edited by: E van
J
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Donzel, B. Lewis and CH Pellet, Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1973, 
vol. IV, p. 171. $i
7. al-Salam, p. 21
8. aJ-Salam, p. 172 %
9. Ibid, pp. 21-23, 29
10. Ma^âlim, p. 173 ?
11. al-Salam, p. 172
12. Ibid,
13. The word of God CiTaJiJ23at Allahl is the expression of His 
will, and the will of God which appeared for man is as told %
by God Himself: And fight them, until there is no more
oppression, and there prevail justice and faith in God 
altogether and everywhere, al-Qur an 8:39, and The religion 
before God is Islam, al-Qur an, 3:19, see al-Salam, p. 23
14. Ibid, p. 24
15. Ibid, p. 15-17, 20 see also Ma^alim, pp. 91,
Dîrasât, p. 38-41, al-^Adalah, p. 78-79, 98 and FI Zilal, p.
16. Ibid, p. 24
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17. Ibid, pp. 169-170
18. Ibid, p. 172
19. p. 112 and al-Salam, p. 28, 29, 51, 78-79
20. This mahr is not a dowry, which is not an obligatory 
thing. Mahr is a necessary element without which no marriage 
is valid, see Hamidullah, Muhammad, Intoducti on To Islam, 
(Paris: Publication of Centre Cultural Islamique), 1959, p. 
131.
21. al-Salam, pp. 67-71, 84-102, and Ha alim, 123. Marri; 
under Shari^ah law may be dissolved either by the husband at 
his will, by mutual agreement of the spouses or by a 
judicial decree or by the claim from the wife [ faskhi .
22. al-Salam, pp. 28, 128 and Ma^alim, p. 112 .
23. Garaudy, Roger, Promises of Islam,
I
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24. He published this book in. 1948, then spent two years in 
the United States studying educational organization. On his 
return to Egypt he joined the Muslim Brothers. The book is 
his first writing on Islamic subjects.
25. Sayyid Qutb disagrees with some Islamic writers who use 
such terms as Islamic Socialism, Islamic Democracy etc, 
which he said could only result from the confusion of a 
divine order with a man-made system, see Ma^alim f1 al- 
Tariq, pp. 52, 213 see also al-^Adalah al-Ijtima*^ iyah fi al-
Islam, pp. 76, 80
26. Islamic System or al-Din al-Islami, based on two basic
principles derived from Islamic worldview on God, on Mature,
on Life and on Man. Those two principles are:
a. Unity of Mankind in origin, nature and growth.
b. Islam is a universal system or Islamic 
Universai ism.
see al-^Adalah, pp. 78-79
27. Islam has survived by laying down the general, 
universal rules and by the process of time and by the 
emergence of individual problems, see al-^Adalah,
P-
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28. al~ ‘^Adalah, p. 52
29. He said: Even Christianity and Buddhism demand this
spiritual freedom to achieve satisfaction in life, see al- |
al- ‘^■Adâlah, pp. 12, 32 see also Ma'^alim, pp. 30, 34
30. Ibid, pp. 80-83
31. Sayyid Qutb, FI al-Ta.rikh: Flkrah rva MinhaJ, Beirut,
Dar al-Shuruq, 1974, p. 31.
32. Ibid, p. 32
33. al-^Adalah, p. 52
34. In an Islamic perspective, property belongs to God in 
whose name the Muslim community utilize it and man is a 
merely trustee. He administers property as an agent and 
works for the general welfare of the society.
35. al-Qpr^an 59: 7
36. al-^Adalah, p. 114
37. Ibid, pp. 118-119
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38. Ma alim, pp. 72-73
39. Ibid, 71.
40. According to him, the greatest bondage - in the view of 
Islam is subservience to human laws legislated by humans, 
see Fi Zilal, vol. 9, p. 1434
42. Ibid, see also Ma alim, pp. 81-82.
43. Fi Zilal, vol. 9, p. 1434
44. Ibid, vol.9, p. 1433
45. Ma^alim, p. 26
46. Ibid, p. 136.
*î
47. Ibid, p. 72, al- ‘^Adalah, pp. 78, 79.
48. A book "The Preaching- of Islam!' by T. V. Arnold was 
quoted by Sayyid Qutb to prove That Islam is a liberating 
force for humanity. The other works quoted by him from
1
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41. Fi Zilal, vol. 9, p, 1433 and Ma^alim, pp. 69, 71, 73, i
76, 81-82, 86, 87, 90
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Western writers are "The Making of Humanity by Brifeld, see 
al~Mustaqbal, Bâdha al-Din, ku'shkilat and Met alim.
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6. al-Salaw al-'^Âlamî wa al~Islam, (1952),
Beirut, Dar al-Shuruq, 7 th printing, 
1978.
7. Dirasat Islamiyah, (1953), Beirut, Dâr al- 
Shui^q, 1978.
Fi Zilal al-Qur'~an, (1953 - 1964), Beirut,
Dâr al“Shur*uq, 9 th printing,
1980.
Khasais al-Tasawwur al-Isïami wa Muqawwimtuh, 
(1962), Beirut, Dar al-Shuruq, 7 th 
printing, 1980.
10. al~Islam wa Mushkilat al~Hadarah, Beirut, Dâr al- 
Shuruq, 7th printing, 1972.
11. Hadha al-Dln, (1962), Kuwait, International Islamic 
Federation of Student Organizations, 1978.
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